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ABSTRACT 
This research nErnot.io.nal Freed.o1n 
for the Cl1ristian Tl1rou Corrrmunicat.ion: 
eo11t.a:l.ns fo11r of basic informat�ion under the major 
of living '·ii and ·vJith one Is 
steps to of emotions as .follrNs: (1) tmderstand and 
( 2) function c-J:ith them and not against and (3) find 
constructive to express them. ·rhe practical ou of these 
four chapters is the a study course for adults. There .. 
fore, theEle t\,.ro sections combined fulfill the purpose of the 
',,;rhich is to prepare a to be used in about the 
corrrrnu11ica.tion of ernotions or in t he church The 
ultlmate aim is building and 
Chapter t-vw deals 1-dth a Christian 1 s of his emotions 
CL diSCllSSion of tl1eir of God in 
to and to the neicJ life. 'rh.e chapter is Nritte::J from the 
�A,_rrni11ian It is determined that emotions are a part of the 
natural of God in man and therefore a part of that creation from 
the beginning. In addition, because or the :i.t is evident the.t 
emotion is affected by but is not actual sin until an 
active choice is made in that 
it ts 
the Spirit as he is no longer 
He can grm,r i n  grace. 
Chapter three deals with the understanding of emotions in the 
areas of their nature, misuse, and relationship to ·thoughts and 
values. For the Christian to know the meaning of emotion, the physical 
aspects of it, its development and patterns enables him to recognize 
emotion for what it is and deal with it accordingly. A presentation of 
the misuse of emotion with particular emphasis on defense mechanisms 
and games people play, gives one the opportQ�ity to evaluate himself 
and how he deals with his emotions and reality. The final discussion 
of thoughts and values reinforces the idea that Christians do have a 
measure of control over their emotional reactions. This knowledge is 
presented in order to reduce inhibit,ions toward emotion and its 
expression. 
Chapter four focuses on living ·Hith emotions. The emphases are 
on growth toward wholeness, the use of choice, and verbal expression. 
Descriptions of wholeness are provided to allow the Christian to relate 
this to his growth in Christlikeness. In the area of emotion, the process 
of growth toward freedom of emotional expression is discussed. The 
power of choice is emphasized for the Christian and elaborated in 
choosing to be real, to trust and risk, to be private, to be responsible, 
and choosing to change. Expression of emotion is explained as a 
necessity for man and encouraged as a life-style. 
Chapter five explores constructive ways of communicating emotion 
as discussed by selected authors. It focuses on communication as the 
constructive way of dealing with emotion. The work of the following 
authors is presented: John Powell, Thomas Gordon, William Pietsch, 
Virginia Satir, David Augsburger, and George Bach. These authors 
advocate emotions and feelings as normal and natural and require an honest, 
sharing of feelings for effective communication. In addition, 
communication requires a nonjudgmental attitude and a type of 
listening in -vrhich one can restate or clarify a message ( feeling 
and content) to the speaker's satisfaction. Emotional freedom and 
good relationships result. 
Chapter six contains the study course 1-1hich is a practical, 
Biblical application of the body of the study. The to pical and 
relational Bible studies are divided in·�o these units: (1) to love 
God, (2) to love self, and (3) to love others. The eight lessons are 
designed to complete the entire learning process including fellowship, 
approach, exposition and response, and conclusion and decision as the 
four parts of the hour. The learner is active in discovery and guided 
actively by the teacher toward life application. The learner is able 
to practice the communication p rocess. Teacher instructions and 
materials are included. 
This study on emotional freedom is designed to teach the 
Christian about his emotions and give him a I·Jay of living 
constructively with them. It is meant to enable him to build 
effective relationships and in addition to enable him to serve as an 
effective "lay-counselor" to his fellowman., 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
It is a part of man's nature to function in relationship to 
God, himself and others. He was created for fellowship and restored 
to fellowship through his belief in Jesus Christ as his personal 
Saviour; nonetheless, loneliness prevails. "The impersonalization 
and depersonalization of our society has struck deeply into the life 
of the Church and robbed us of our heart and warmth." 1 Bruce Larson, 
in his book so appropriately titled No Longer Stranger!, discusses 
this relationship. 
To be in a right relationship with God, one must be able to 
communicate with Him-able to speak to God vrith assurance and to 
hear what He says in return. To have a good relationship with 
himself, one must be able to hear his "inner voice" and to tell 
himself the truth about his own desires, yearnings, needs, hopes, 
and fears. And to have a good relationship with one's fellowman 
means that a person must be able to maintain adequate two-way 
communication: speaking in such a way that his brother hears 
what is being said, and listening in s�ch a way that he hears 
accurately what his brother is saying. 
From this excerpt, it is evident that the quality of a 
relationship is closely tied to communication. Such an exchange 
involves the ability to honestly reveal through expression and receive 
through listening. It is at this point that man can learn to build 
relationship which is so much a part of him as a child of God. He can 
1 Lawrence 0. R.ichards, 69 Ways to Start a Study Group and Kee 
It Growing (Grand R.apids: Zondervan Pub ishing House, 19 , p. 11. 
2Bruce Larson, No Longer Strangers (Haco: Word Books, 1971 ) , 
pp. 29-30. 
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thus be enabled to overcome that which plunges him into lonely 
separateness and assist his fellowman in acquiring the same. 
PURFDSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to prepare a guide to be used in 
teaching about the communication of emotions or feelings in the church 
setting. It is not the purpose to propose issues for contention, but 
simply to present various aspects of emotional life which will aide in 
one's understanding of his emotions. The focus is primarily positive 
and motivational in order to create an excitement about learning 
something new that will make one a better human being for Christ. 
Also included in the purpose is the desire to expose the church 
members to a type of ministry through conmmnication that will assist 
them in becoming lay counselors. It will also serve as a preventative 
measure for those in the body by equipping them to meet their own as 
well as other's emotional needs. 
\ihen we understand something about our own feelings and are 
able to deal with our emotions, we often get along better with 
others, feel more at peace with ourselves, and can be more effective 
in the work to which we have been called • • • • If our emotions are 
to be a healthy part of our lives we must learn to accept the fact 
that they exist, we must try to understand them, and we must learn 
to express them. 3 
In s��ary, it is the purpose of this study to take the learner 
through this very process of accepting, understanding, and learning to 
express emotion. Through verbal communication of emotion and feeling, 
healthy personalities and healthy relationships for Christ can be produced. 
3aary R. Collins, Man in Motion: The Psychology of Human 
Motivation (Carol. Stream: Creation House, 1"973), p. 54. 
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LlMITATIONS OF THE STtlDY 
The nature of this study as a course for adults requires a 
broad perspective in regard to the subject matter of emotions. Such 
an approach provides adequate information to give the reader a basic 
understanding, but does not necessitate or all01.z for a comprehensive 
or detailed account. The definition of terms appear within the body 
of the paper. It is written from the �.J'esleyan-Arminian point of view 
with theological conclusions presented from major authors rather than 
from a personal Biblical study. 
The presentation is geared for the adult layman in the church 
and is to be taught by church leaders who have a basic understanding 
and experience in the processes of communication involved. In 
addition, the study is designed for use in a variety of settings 
within the church program such as a Sunday School class, a camp, or 
a retreat situation. 
The primary limitation to the study is that it deals in the 
accepting of, understanding of, living with, and verbally communicating 
with emotions or feelings. It does not attempt to delve into other 
areas of communication nor does it focus heavily upon other ways of 
dealing with emotion. The study does not deal in the question of 
whether or not all emotional problems are based in sin. The selec­
tion of authors for chapter five is in keeping with this. It is not 
the intention of this study to provide a rationale or evidence for a 
problem, b ut it assumes that the problem of inadequate expression is 
existent and widespread. 
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DESIGN OF THE STllDY 
This is in t�,ro sepaTate sectio:ns II) 'I'he first 
section is written to informat:ton to assist the 
teacher or s t11de:n.t in a basic of the 
tion covers the process of 
and com:munica. 
The section is the actual course of s 
and relational studies. It is of teacher 
instructions, lesson , and necessary materials. The 
lessons are des to the entire process. The 
learner is active in discovery and guided by the teacher 
tmrard life 'I'he timate 
a.im is tt1at the learner ��Jill receive the tools necessr:n�y to factli tate 
this verbA.l communication ::Jnd Hill h!-i'Te this cornmun:icatlon. 
IVIETI-IOD CF D"f\�OCEDUJT8� 
1'he process of u Hithin this s 1s 
Sa:rnes C" ColerncLn ln 9J1.d Effective Beha.1.rio:r $ 
I-Ie that the first to of emotions 1.s 
them and accepting them as normal. The is Hith 
emotions and not t them. The third is 
to express emotion.h 
this �process� 
4J-·-n·os ,_, cLh_..., Vc 
FoTesrrran and 
hro, three, four, and five follm\1 
of his 
5 
through a discussio;.1 of th·�:l.r to the of God 1.n 
sin, and t.he nm: life. t11T'08 dea1s �rrit11 the of 
emotions the areas of their nature, to 
a.nd values. erne t:: ons. 
'I'he are 011 the use of choice, and 
��rex·bal 
c OH1JY1ttn5_ ca entotion as It incl<Jdes 
Biblical of the body of 
the s 
Chapter 2 
ACCEPTING ONE 1 S Ei>10TIONS 
It is important for the Christian to regard his emotions in a way 
that correlates 1-d th Christian teaching. This frees him to view them 
in a proper perspective and accept them as a vit,al part of his Christian 
life. It allows the Christian to save himself from needless conflict, 
confusion, and guilt which arise from a lack of understanding. Norman 
Wright in his book, The Christian Use of Emotional Power, describes 
emotions as " . . . a gift from God for we 1-1ere created as emotional 
beings. Because of the fall, man1s emotional life often becomes 
distorted. But our emotions as such should never be despised, expelled, 
ignored, or even neglected. n1 
In spite of this teaching, a great number of people believe that 
emotional expression and feeling are unhealthy and undesirable, something 
to repress.2 An explanation for such attitudes may be that Christians 
fail to realize that their primary identity is as a human being and 
secondary identity as a sinner. The second identity is dealt with by 
Christ with sin taken away but the person as a human emotional being remains.3 
If this is indeed the case, it is necessary to discuss emotion and 
1Norman H. �\Jright, The Christian Use of Emotional Power (Old 
Tappan: Fleming H. R.evell Company, 1974}, p. 20. 
2Gary R .  Collins, Man in Motion: The Psychology of Human 
Motivation (Carol Stream:---cr8ation House, 1973), p. 53; 
3Lawrence 0. R.ichards, 69 \-lays To Start a Study Group and Keep 
It Grovring (Grand R.apids: Zondervan Publishing House, 197 3), p. 48. -
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how it relates to the image of God in man, sin, and the nev< life. Such 
a discussion enables one to view his emotions in the freedom of Christ. 
In ·t.he following chapter, the term emotion is used in a general 
sense encompassing such words as affection, sensibilities, and feeling. 
It refers to a complex state involving conscious feeling, physiological 
changes, and an evaluation of a situation as having significance for 
an individual which may lead to an action. 4 This definition provides 
a basis for the following study on emotion. 
EMOTIONS AND THE IMAGE OF GOD 
The first chapter of Genesis reveals that man is created in 
the image of God. It is this special fact that makes man different 
from all other creation. Personality and fellowship take on meaning 
because of this image as it provides an intellectual, emotional, and 
psychological basis for one's understanding of himself. S It is for 
this reason that an exposure to the meaning of being created in God's 
image is necessary. Such a discussion opens the way to viewing oneself 
as a special creation able to accept the emotional aspect of life as a 
part of that specialty. 
Natural Image of God in Man 
The image of God in man consists of tv-Jo parts, the first being 
the natural image. Th:ts natural image is defined by Orton 1..Viley, a 
4James c. Coleman, Psychology and Effective Behavior ( Glenview: 
Scott, Foresman and Company:-;969) , p. 94; 
5Francis A. Schaeffer, Genesis in Space and Time (Downer's Grove: 
InterVarsity Press, 1972 ) , pp. 46-48. 
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popular '.Tes as the 
of man* It is that vlhier.t make.s him m<:m. Three 
of th.is are and VJ it}1 
It is 
ln three 
/ 
ax1d ·Hill� 0 1>T * T (> Purkiser Stlmrnarized this vie1 .. 1 as not an. of the 
is 
idea of a 
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nature of man. 1 In 
as essential 
is of vit�al 
, this n.a.tural 
i:nde 
o�ne t s to 
his natu.re and 1s late!"" in �cela. to the falL 
personali 
lend 
states, nrn God there is an and a m.oral 
nature Eril� • Such nature 1tJere :tn 
fact<> he Has the to the 
soul soul and. soul 10 It is these 
that emotion :'Ls of in 
�.;rhich man is created. stands 1.11 
as t:tes the natural has 
6H -·. II ( !(ar1sas Beacon 
Hill Press 
( Faith (Kar1sas 
Beacon. Press o.:f' Kansas 
I 
1 ), p. 407. 
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9 
in Fundament.al Christia.� the 
natural image into intellect, and freedom of the 
The intellect includes and the faculties of sense, 
jtidgment, memory and reason� 1 '1 Freedom of the ·Nill J..S 
e:x:plai11ecl as the raincl as it chooses to act in a 
12 Of particular 
11sensibility. 11 Sensibility is the 
is the 
of 
necessary to the choice bett,reen good and ev:L  
:in choosine. The of fee includes 
Hill labels 
is so 
, affections, 
passions, emotion as that Hhich is passive and caused.13 
natural irnage is appropriately sUJnmarized as intellect 
"k·Jhich allmvs man to the difference betHeen and vJrong, 
sensibil:l.ty "Hhich allovrs to be by or and free 
one or the 1lt -1 <> e �il..-1,) value 
emphasize once more that emot1.on :ts a vital part of the natural 
of God ln man. It is basic to that vrhich God created in the 
a.r1d subject to acceptance just as one freel�y- accepts ca.pacit:tes of 
and ·Hill. Emotions are a natural of man. 
of God in Han 
T'.r.:.e second of the image of God in man :ts the moral tmage. 
This image refers to and hoH man uses the s he has 
been given. is his responsibility for the use of 
c .J. .H19�ly;s p £..!¥�Ltl.�.l!--a.��"'..�.�.,�.:d;;J.J...�,!,;�� I (Pasadena: 
12 
• , pp. 33h-335. 13Ibid., pp. 332-33 • 
h97. 
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facult.ies. In the realm of for the nature 
of his tl10llghts a_nd the na,ture of to his 
kno"�>rledge. In realm of affect:i.on or man is responsible for 
the quality of as reach out to the objects of his 
choice. In the realm self-determination or free Hill_, man is 
for the use of his freedom.15 
This moral encompasses the dispos:Lt:ton tendencies 
man. This his or 
+v'ne se of' · "'"' . -J-!-" 16 11, ll S Lc,CU .c.les. In , the natural 
image ga·ve man abilit:tes and the moral gave man his 
moral ab:Hities. this :Ls man.' s 
in relation to his emotions. Han is in 
their quality j_n connect, ion iv:i:t.h choice� 
Primi t:i.ve 1�That this disposit:ton of man 't-vas 
at creation. John itJesley calls it the of loYen 
the princ:tple of man 1 s tempers, thoughts, lvords, and actions. 
His emotional "�>Jas regular, steady and uniform because of an 
understanding. Ultimately, man in God's -vras holy, 
no sin and loved God totally. 17 Na.n at creation 1-vas a state of 
created holiness in 1•rhich he had a disposH,ion or tendency tow.trd 
righteousness. He did not receive this holiness by choice simply had 
�rms a spontaneous inclination to choose 
good over evil.18 The presence of the 
151sl·le-·· op " :191 - ·  
1 E\·JjJ.ey' op. 
cit., pp. 32, 37-38. 
cit., pp. �.1-48. 
simply this 
1 op. c:tt., p. 214. 
11 
. ] . t t• 19 1mpu_se �n o ac �on. Being created in the moral jmage of God means 
possessing the moral tendencies toward righteousness. 
Implications of the Im� 
It is important to emphasize the relationship between emotions 
and the image of God in man. Being created in the natural image of 
God, allows one to recognize that emotions are a part of that creation 
from the begin.11ing. Every person is endov-red "ri th them. Being created 
in the moral image of God allm.Js one to recognize the responsibility of 
choice involved in the use of emotions. In addition, it is important 
to notice that in the original state of primitive holiness under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit one could use his emotions properly and 
effectively in direction toward God. This tendency toward righteousness 
did not remain as a result of sin and man could no longer use his emotions 
in this proper and effective manner toward God. 
EMOTIONS AND SIN 
'�et us remember, first, that God1s quarrel is not with our 
humanity, but v.rith our disposition to set our will against his. n20 
This distinction made by Dr. Taylor in A Right Conception of Sin, is 
crucial to the exploration of the relationship between emotion and sin. 
It is at this point of distinction that the Christian comes to realize 
the emotional freedom allowed him through his humanity. In addi t.ion, 
this explanation assists the Christian in distinguishing between his 
19't-Jiley, loc. cit. 
2�ichard Taylor, A Right Conception of Sin, ( Kansas City: 
Beacon Hill Press, 1945) , p. 63. 
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emotion as human and his emotion as sin. It also allows one to view 
his emotion in relationship to original sin and its effects. 
General Definition of Sin 
Sin is commonly defined in its twofold nature. It is a voltultary 
transgression of a known law of God by one who is morally responsible. 
These are outward acts that do not conform to a standard. Sin is also a 
subjective state or an attitude that is in contradiction to Christian love. 
Sin is a choice, an act of the will, an attitude of the sou1.21 
Francis Schaeffer stresses that sin is separation from God and 
from himself. Man is not able to fulfill his "mannishness" with which 
he was created and continues in self-deceit falling short of truth.22 
This brief description identifies sin primarily as an act and a 
state which in essence is self-centeredness vJhich separates God and man. 
Actual Sin 
Actual sin is sin as an act. Dr. Taylor defines two criteria 
to accompany a true act of sin. The first criterion is a knowledge of 
evil. An act is not sin in the instance where one does not know that 
his action was evil. The second criterion is a consent to evil. The 
desire must unite with the will for sin to be born. It is important 
to note that mere hints of evil in one1s thought life do not mean that 
one is responsible until they are kept and nurtured. One cannot yield 
himself to sin without a decision to do so.23 
21Donald Metz, Studies in Biblical Holiness, (Kansas City: 
Beacon Hill Press of Kansas City, 1971�;pp. 79, �38. 
22schaeffer, op. cit., pp. 98-99. 
23Taylor, op. cit., pp. 73. 
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Donald 11etz provides a definition of sin as an act. In every 
act of sin there are four elements present. The first is God as the 
standard. Sin is a tra.ngression of the divine laws of God. The 
second element is the presence of man as a free, self-av-1are personality. 
In addition, he is able to make choices by using his rational pov-rers. 
The third element in an act of sin is the presence of a live option. 
There is a choice to be made between two recognized alternatives 
obviously spiritual and moral in nature. The last element is a deed 
committed or purposed by the will. The latter is an attitude or consent 
to something contrary to God's will. 24 
Defining sin as an act in this Hay allo-vJs for more freedom for 
a ChrisM.an to live in freedom as a Christian. Dr. Taylor claims that 
sin loses its pol,rer to condemn man in common mistakes in judgment, 
unknown offenses, and other evidences of human limitation. One is 
back under the laiv when he calls such shortcomings "sin. " Grace 
considers circumstances, emotions, and motives involved and recognizes 
the unintended, unforseen, and the inescapable. 2S 
According to this definition, emotion in itself cannot be sin. 
It is not necessary to regard pure emotion when it occurs as something 
contrary to the will of God. It is the choice which is made following 
the recognition of the emotion present which determines whether an 
act of sin has occurred. It is what one does with an emotion that 
counts. Natural resentment and anger may by choice become revenge. 
"Theoretically, most of us would accept the fact that emotions are 
24Metz, op. cit. , pp. 81-83. 
25Taylor, op. cit. , pp. 63,68. 
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povier less the conscience is dulled. God seems d:tstant. Because 
moral reason is lacking and functioning inadequately in controlling 
emotions, they easily become overpowering and irregular. 29 
It is important to point out that this subjective state, m.oral 
and sensuous, which is corrupted by original sin is the moral image 
previously discussed. Dr. Leo Cox, Secretary of Educational Institu .. 
tions, The 1vesleyan Church, clarifies that it is this :i.mage >·Jh:i.ch is 
lost in the fall and consequently the natural i,11age including Cl!iloral 
emotion, is :rnarredo30 I'1an 1 s use of emotion is handicapped and turned 
from God. 
Augustus Strong explains that God made the body and senses 
to serve the spirit. It is the spirit ·that tends toward sin and calling 
the body, its passion or sickness, stn is maldng God the author of sin)1 
It does not seem appropriat.e to call emotion actual sin or original 
sin. It is most appropriately designated as that part of man1s 
humanness lirhich every man possesses being made in the natural :Lrnage of 
God. Hm·rever, it cannot be denied that emotional life has been affect,ed 
by sin. 'The use of emotion can be sinful through a.n act of the 1iri11. 
In addition, if one remains in original sin, emot:l.onal life tends 
toward evil and a1vay from God. Because of man 1 s relationship to sin 
through the fall and the fact of salYation made possible through Christ, 
it :is proper to look at emotion :l.n the new life. 
-------
• , pp. 443�·444. 
30statement made by Dr. Leo Cox, �vestern Evangel:lcal Serrd.nary 
Chapel message, Febn1ary 3, 1976. 
31st,rong, op. ., p • .  560. 
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EHOTIONS AND THE :�rEH LIFE 
The fall did not ruin anything tn one's humanity, but corrupted 
every facu1·ty. Because of Christ, ho;,;ever, one 1 s faculties are capable 
of truth, holy affect,ions, and freedom a-vray from evil. 32 Salvation 
according to Jo!L11 ·Hesley meant not only a deliverance from hell but, 
!I v . . . a present deliverance from sin, a restoration of ·the soul to 
its primitive health, its original a recovery of the divine 
nature; the renewal of our souls after the image of God_, in 
ness and true holiness, justice, mercy and truth. 1 n33 Consequently, 
man 1 s emotional life as a Christian is turned m·ray from sin. The 
experience of the ne,,J birth and a decision to partake of a holy life 
set the Christian free in regard to his emotions. John 8:36, NASV, states 
11If therefore the Son shall make you free, you shall be free indeed. 11 
The Ne"I-J Birth 
Being nborn againn means the moral image of God is restored in 
man again. The original purpose of man. 1 s life to be in full devotion 
t,o God is renevJ ed. 34 The Spirit touches the 1,.;rhole nature including 
thoughts, feelings, and will and there is a ne1.-J 
life Hhich vJas absent becomes a part of the pardoned, believing, and 
repentant on.35 \rtiley clarifies th:i.s by that man has the 
same of intellect, feel:i.ng and vlill, but these have a new direction. 
_.,..., 
_).JT:{ynkoop, op. cit., p. 1 1 0. 
34�-Jiley, op. cit., pp. 4.0h-405. 
The change is not in the natural image of man, but in the and 
spiritual nature or image. This change is described as threefold: 
(1) God is loved 2nd served supremely; (2) there is a mastery over 
ev:U; (3) the previous tvJo are accomplished Hhen the 1\'ord of truth 
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comes in to possess t.he understanding, subdue the v.Jill, and reign in 
the affections or emotions. The povrer of sin is broken and guilt. for 
actual sin is cleansed.36 This leads to holiness. 
HoUness 
Holiness refers to entire sanctific�:�.tion. It is the total 
moral integration of personality through total commitment to Christ in 
a moment of decision. It. does not end with this, but begins here in 
b ;ld. h t d .J,. b·1· · th · ·t 1 t "' 1 "f 37 m .1.ng c arac er an s va 1. 1.z1.ng , .e spJ.rJ. ua__ a spec O.L •.• 1 e. 
Donald Hetz describes this integrated personali as the Christlikeness 
that the Holy Spir::Lt can produce in such a personality)8 
begins ·Hith the purging of carnality from the heart. 
Affection or emotion gradually become stabilized and centered on God 
vihere the3r once Here unsteady, wavering, and tended to oppose God. They 
return to a harmonious, healthy, and norma.l place. If a purified man is 
delinquent or falls short, it is because of a lack or Christlikeness in 
spirit or motive. A lack in spirlt or motive ls sinful, 1-rhereas a lack 
of understandlng or emotional balance is human and in need of discipline 
and gro�vth.39 
36vriley, op. cit., pp. 406, 1.�19, 423. 
37Hynkoop, op. cit .• , p. 207. 
38Met:3, op. cit., p. 274. 
39Taylor, op. cit., pp. 10.:1-101.�, 107-109. 
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UN DERSTANDIN G ONE ' S  EMOTION S 
Day in and day o ut, feelings and emo ti ons come in one fo rm 
or another, sometimes unexp ec ted, so meti mes invited. Emotion is 
a dynamic driving force with  energy to spend. O ur problem is to 
harnes s  thi s  energ y  so that it will help instea d  of harm us . 
Emotion is a force in o ur nat ur e  that needs car eful handling and 
g ui ding . The b etter we understand it, the better we can control 
and guide it . 1 
This is an essential c riterion for one1s ability to appropriately deal 
with emo tion and that criterion is understanding. Emotion is pres ent 
for everyone and its importance to life immeasurable, therefore, ti me 
and effort spent in this area is invaluable. 
11Nothing in us so defiles and destro ys the beauty and the glo ry 
of living a s  do emotions; nothing so elevates, purifies, enric hes, and 
st rengthens life a s  does emotion . n 2 Li fe bears out that almost all 
plea sures and pains involve emotion and that mo st human conduct is  a 
result of emotional forces .  It i s  also evident that human relationship 
is achieved o r  not achieved through the s ame emotional forces.3 Because 
emotion i s  so vital to lif e and developing 1..mderstanding is neces sary in 
one's ability to handle it, the following in format ..ion is pres ented to 
encourage insight and knowledge into the nature of emotion, the misuse of 
emotion, and the rela -tions hip of emotion to thought s  and values . 
1c . B. Eavey, Principles of Mental Health  for Christian Living 
( Chicago: T 'he Moo dy Bible Ins titute, 1956), p. 162. 
2
Ibid.'  p. 164. 
3John PoHell, I>Jhy Am I Afraid to T ell You \pJho I iun? (Niles: 
Argus Communication, 19E9), p. 89. 
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KNOVTING ABOUT THE NATURE OF Et10TIONS 
To study and b egin to understand the basic qualities and 
characteristics of emotions opens the I·JaY for one to accept them as a 
natural part of himself and his life. To learn about them takes them 
out of the sphere of the mysterious and 1mknoun vhich may bring a 
sense of fear and lack of control. One can begin to recognize them 
for what they are and deal with them in a comfortable manner that is 
constructive and vholesorne. Knov.ring what constitutes emotion, hovr it 
develops, how it relates to the physical and recognizing emotional 
patterns in living enable one to live in victory and freedom vdth them. 
Definition of &notion 
Emotion is cormnonly defined as 11 • • •  a complex state involvi.>1g: 
(1 ) conscious feeling (2) physiological changes, and (3) an evaluation of 
a given situation as having significance of some kind for the individuaL nl� 
'The meaning of these three aspects of emotion is explored by Dr. Gary Collins. 
An emotion to many people is an experience or a feeling such as 
anger, love, or amusement. This feeling varies vdth different people 
and is expressed in different ways. For example, children tend to be 
spontaneous and as they mature, they are taught to control emotion. 
Emotional tones within a church vary from being reserved to being 
expressive. S Emotional feeling is conwon to all, yet varied. 
The second aspect of emotion is physical reaction. As one is 
aroused by emotion, he becomes aHare of physical changes. Briefly, this 
4James C. Coleman, Psychology and Effective B ehavior (GlenvieH: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1969), p.-·94. 
Saary E. Collins, Man in Motion, The Psychology of Human 
Motivatio� (Carol Stream: Creation House, 1973), pp. 49-·50. 
--
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may involv·e the heart, muscles, breathing, and one may feel "butterflies. 11 
These changes are relatively short in duration and enable a person to 
better cope i.Jith a crisis. 6 Physica.l reactions are a significant part 
of emotion and hardly separable fr�� the feeling. 
The third aspect of emotion clarified by Collins is emotion 
as a motivator. Emotion can give action and direction to one1s behavior. 
It can lead a person to study harder for a test, but can also interfere 
in the case of stage fright. One's perceptions, social behavior, 
thinking, and ability to concentrate are influenced by emotion. 7 
Emotion definitely energizes one toward act,ion depending on hovJ an 
emotion has led him to interpret a situation. Lindgren reports that 
only a sma.ll part of a person's behavior is based on the deliberate 
and conscious process of reasoning and part is based on the emotional.B 
Emotion, therefore, plays a significant part in hOi'' a person perceives 
a situation and even how he acts in that situation. 
From this discussion, one learns that he can expect feeling, 
bodily changes, and motivation from emotions. Because of the prevalence 
of physical factors evident in emotional life and their contributions 'lio 
actual illness, it is important to learn more. 
Physical Aspects of Emotion 
Studies indicate that almost fifty percent of the people c·Jho 
/' 
Oibid., p. )1. 7rbid., pp. �1-52 
Srienry Clay Lindgren Psychology: An Introduction To 
The Study of Human Behavior (New York :--:fohn i;Jiley and Song, Inc-:-;1961 ), 
p. 1�·-
· 
2.3 
seek medical attention suffer from ai..1ments caused or stimulated by 
• 1 n .!.. C) emotlona_ racuors./ It is estimated that there are 20 million or 
more persons in the United States suffering from such ailments.1 0  
It is no secret t.hat heart or circulatory disorders, high blood 
pressure, peptic ulcers, digestive ailments, headaches, .joint and 
muscular pain, skin disorders and some allergies may have emotion as 
a precipitating cause. Common statements make reference to this. 11He 
burns me up, 11 "This is more than I can stomach, 11 11You give me a pain 
in the neck, 11 or 110h, my achj_ng ba.ck. n1 1  
Such bodily changes are started by the autonomic nervous 
system uhich consists of nerves from the brain and spinal cord going 
to various parts of the bod�v. �·.Ji thin the autonomic system, are t1vo 
systems, both active in emotion. The sympathet,ic system increases 
heart rate, blood pressure, and distributes blood to exterior muscles. 
The parasympathetic system builds up body energies by decreasing heart 
rate, blood pressure, and directing blood to the digestive tract. 
These tHo syst;ems -vrork together to keep one functioning emotionally in 
a healthy manner. These body changes enable one to react more quickly 
in a situation, to exert more strength, to run faster and to fight 
harder. The problem arises 1-1hen an emotion such as anxiety, hostilit.y, 
or fear persists for a prolonged period of t:Lme. In this case, the 
physical changes continue 1dth undesirable effects. Increased 
heartbeat, hormone secretion, and altered digestive functions can damage 
9Clyde 1-1. Narramore, The Psychology of Counseling (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan Publishing House, f96crr,-p-� 163. -
10coleman, op. cit., p. 256. 1 1Narramore, op. cit., p. 164. 
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tissues and organs of the body. One becomes more susceptible to infection 
and less able to recover from disease . One suffers from psychosomatic 
illness  when processes of the mind such as emo tion effect the body. 1 2 
In addition ,  emotional s train can VJork agains t the treatment of 
such things as tuberculosis , d iabete s ,  and epilepsy. 1 3 Research done 
by Funkens tein, King and Drolette in 1 957 shNJS that certain types of 
reactions caJISe one to be more or less physically disturbed .  In the 
case -v;rhere one reports himself as be ing angry but turns the anger im,;ra.rd 
toward or against h:Lmself ,  bodily activity is increased-heartbeat, 
breathing and muscle tension. In the case ·uhere feeling is reported as 
being angry, irritate d ,  or annoyed there was little phys ical disturbance . 1 4  
The physi cal effects of prolonged emotion can be very unhealthy. 
They can effect one 1 s health in a significant ,,,ray and a person must be 
aware of this pos sibility and deal discre e tly 1-Jith his emotions . 
Development of Emotion 
Generally speaking, the pattern of emotional development is 
universal to human beings and depends largely upon maturation.  Learning 
plays a role in i·Jhat situations cause emotions to be aroused,  the type 
and intensity of the arousal and the Hays of control and expression. 1 S  
Inheritance nlays a part,  but the extent is not kno>-m . 1 6 Therefore , 
ma.turation in emotional development is dependent on both . 
Emotional development includes differentiation of emotion early 
1 2clj_fford T.  Morgan and Richa.rd A .  King , Introduction  to 
Psycholo gz ( 3rd ed. ; New York : McGraw-Hill Book Company,'196'0), pp. 253-2)9 .  
1 3Eave�r loc c " t 'J ' • l • 
1 Scoleman, op .  cit . , p .  94 .  
1 4Lindgren ,  op . cit. , p .  1 66. 
1 6Morgan • • •  , op.  cit . ,  p .  241 . 
in life . Immediately after birth a child expres ses distre s s  as 
evidenced by crying .  A t  the end of his second month of life , he 
expresses pleasure through smiling and other sounds . From this point 
on, more definite emotions are dis tinguished as follows : ( 1 ) anger and 
fear appear by the fifth month , (2)  by the seventh month, e lation about 
activity is differentiated, (3) love and affe ction for one adult comes 
in the tenth and eleventh months , ( 4) by fifteen months,  affection for 
other infants appears , ( 5) jealousy comes forth in the middle of the 
second year, ( 6) hmnor is differentia ted during the second a.nd third 
years , ( 7 ) and by the fourth year , shame , guilt ,  grief ,  and anxiety 
appear. All the basic emotions have been differentiated by the fif th 
year. 17 
For young children, emotion i:=;  short and intense . It may change 
suddenly for a short time . Emotions become more stable 1tJith time and 
children learn control of responses and expressions to make them socially 
acceptable . Emotional change largely occurs be cause of learning and 
experiencing situations . A child learns to cope 1d th frustration and hurt 
and emotion becomes les s intense . As a child develops his intellect, his 
emotions are extended to creatures of imagination and later to his ovm hopes . 
As one is  exposed to more variety in his environ.ment, a greater varie ty of 
emotions is aroused . Maturity refines emotion into attitudes .  rtlorry, 
crushes ,  loyalty, and patriotism come forth .18 
rJlood s a.ppear in adolescence and young adu 1 thood and emotions 
be come vari ed and complex . In old age , emotions are restricted because 
of a restricted life situation . Emotional responses are prolonged and 
1 7co leman, loc .  cit.  18rtid . , p. 95. 
an per s on is less able to �-rithsta:nd t.heir 
rnay· irtclude the inc·ur:.eence of 
scars . hurt or injure d emotionally by someone in the 
themse lve s against any further hurt . 2 0  One i·J ould 
be a 1 s  experience of divorce or des e rtion vJhere feel:lngs of 
hurt 
Emotional developme nt also includes varia t ion to 
cult.ure and individual . Some culture s  t more fear than others 
be cause the prese nce o f  11i tchcraft and Some cultures 
allm-J greater emotional and s ome e ncourage the of 
feelings . Individual emotional varies according to genetic 
make-up and life experience . Neverthele s s ,  each person develops a 
s ome1-vhat cons istent. and lasting of e,motional behavior . 22 
Va rie ty of emotion lvhich is and upon 
psychologists includes fear, , e lation F e ar is a 
movement a<:Jay from a s ource of stimulation, is movement against a 
situation ,  elation is movement tovJard a s ource of stL"nula and 
depre ssion i s  a <·Jithdrawal or ces sa t ion of act:'Lvtty. 2 3 
A s  mentioned e arlier , emotional deve lopment depends em 
ma.turation . include s differentiation, more and cont,rol, 
and changes in perception ;d th accompan;ying changes in emotional respons e .  
1 9c oleman, op ,  c :i.t . ,  pp . 95-96 . 
20Tv�·a-..,.-I·TelJ Ma"L+ Z .L1 . n. '• .. . J...�,. .. v , 
Ine . ,  1960 ) , p . 1 38 .  
. ·t '! 1 r: o p . c2 • , p .  . _, . 
2 3  - Lindg:ren, op . cj_t . , p .  163 . 
Prentice- Hall, 
96 • 
2 7  
This maturing o f  emotions is culturally and individually determined,  
but generally universal . To put maturity in perspective , emotional 
immaturity is des cribed as "Incomplete development of emotional 
control . Failure to develop normal adult degrees of independence 
and self-rel:tance ,  and inability to maintain e quilibrium under 
stresses vJhich mos t  people can mee t  satisfactorily. n24 
Patterns of :&notion 
Tnere are certain patterns of emotional experience that may 
prevail in one ' s  life . Some people experience great intensity of emotion 
while others experience litt,le s trong feeling . Most  people are in­
between, experiencing a healthy balance of both.  In addition, man is 
capable of a great range of emotion from depression to ela tion vdth 
maturity keeping this range unlimited .  \rJith this in mind, man also 
experiences moods las ting hours or days . Some people exhibit patterns 
of either  negative or positive emotions , but both are healthy and 
normal reactions . A one- wa y  orientation to the negative ca.n sloi-J 
growth and a goal to be balanced on the positive side without 
excluding the negative is good.  A pattern of competent emotional 
expres sion and control includes a balance between being spontaneous and 
being under control, a constructive c hanneling of feeling and direct 
and undisguised expression . In conclusion, it is important to refer 
to possible factors which determine emotional patterns . These patterns 
which exist in the emotional lives of people can be determined by one ' s  
constitutional make- up such as temperament, moods , activity levels, e arly 
training w here some emotion is encouraged and some discouraged ,  and one 1 s  
24Narramore , op . cit . , p .  279 . 
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vievr of himself and the world. 25 Altho ug h  basic emotional patterns 
are standard and universal, ever y person has a variation of those 
patterns that are uniquely his own . 
Summar y 
The previo us discussion presents a basic s ummary of the nature 
of emotion . The meaning of emotion lies in its three aspects of 
feeling, physical reaction and motivation. The physical aspect reveals 
the link bet,.Jeen emotional and physical health. The development of 
emotional life depends on growth and mat urity. Lastly, significant 
patterns of emotion are e xperience d and nee d  to be recognize d. In 
order for one to maintain and even initiate healthy emotional life 
in relation to the physical aspect,  development, and patterns of 
emotion, it is necessar y  to recognize the mis use  of emotion. 
RECO GNIZIN G THE MI SUSE OF EMOTION 
11A Christian is most  truly  a Christian when he is mos t  truly 
himself . u26 S uc h  a person is open to himself, v.; hat he is and what he 
feels . It inevitably means facing the unpleasant as well as the 
pleasant . Realizing and accepting the reality and truth  of both 
aspects j_s pa.rt o f  ·tJhe orocess to-v1ard freedom . H • • •  much of the 
anxious feeling and inner vmrfare we experience d ,iias not s in at all, 
but a �l part of trying to cope in a threatening viorld. n27  
JV1ildre d \vynkoop reveals some of ·tJhe problem to be people not 
25coleman, op . cit . , pp . 398- 403 . 
26Bruce Larson, No Longer Strangers (1daco :  \olor d  Books, 1 971 ) ,  
p . 85 . 
27Keith Miller, The Bee�� (Waco : lrJor d Books,  1 97 3 )  1 p. 62 . 
allowing t he Holy Spirit to do the work of self- confrontation . The 
29 
real self remains hidden and unkno1,]n for several reasons . This leads 
to an unclear testimony and service to God, and means that only a part 
of the self is presented to God. Conviction in this sense does not 
contribute to health and ivholeness for 1r1hich it is designe d .  28 In 
the same respe ct, s uch  lack of self-reality undo ubtedly leads to a 
lack of relations hip . S uc h  persons are protective and defensive, 
guarding against hurt and therefore be come self- centered.  The 
individual Hho is truly free does hurt a lot,  be cause  he admits to 
a f ull range of feelings within his being . 29 
It is necessary for the Christian to understand how he 
h�1self may be involved in not truly being himself .  A preview of 
defense me c hanisms , and games and roles tJhich  one might engage in 
allor,r the C hristian to do a 1 1spot- c heck11 on h:Lmself . 
Defense Mec hanisms 
It is not the purpose here to ignore the fact that defense 
me c hanisms can be prote ctive and normal when used in the proper degree . 
The foc us is upon the mis use in whic h the de fense leads to self-
deception and to dis torted reality making adj ustment to life 1 s  problems 
very difficult. 3° S uch  a mec hanism is a device or way of behaving used 
uncons ciously by an individual to prote c t  h:Lmself from frustration. 31  
A brief description of  the maj or me c hanisms relative to  the dis c ussion 
28Mj_ldred Bangs 1-/ynkoop, A Theology of Love ( Kansas City: 
Beacon Hill Pre s s ,  1 972 ) ,  pp . 203-204. 
29Lloyd H .  Ahle m, Do I Have To Be Me? (Glendale : Regal Books, 
1 97 3 ) ,  pp . 36- 37,  1 1 5 . 
30coleman, op . cit . , p .  220 . 31 Morgan, op . cit . , p .  475 . 
30 
follovrs . 
Rationalization . This occurs -,.rhen one seeks to find a logical, 
admirable and acceptable reason for his behavior while concealing the 
actual reason . 32 A student may rationalize a failure by reasoning 
that the teaching is inadequate or a teacher is unfair . 33 
Projec·tion. This mechanism is the blaming of others for one 1 s 
own mistakes ,  shortcomings , or unacceptable emotions . A c o��on remark 
of "He hit me first, n is an exa.mple . 34 
Reaction Formation . This means that one believe s  his motive 
is the opposite of the actual motive . A daughter may hate her mother, 
but overtly behaves as though she is concerned about her . 35 
�placem�nt . This device allows one to replace the subject 
of a motive \¥ith a subject or object i-rhich is not the actual cause . 36 
A husband afraid to express anger to his boss goes home to take it 
out on his Hife . 37 
Identification . This occurs 1-1hen a person relies on others 
and vrhat they are for one 1 s own feelings of vJorth . 38 Reliance on an 
important  individual enhances one ' s  feelings of  self-worth . 39 Identi.ftca­
tion is more safe than gatning satis faction .from one 1 s Ol'\lll "1-rork . 40 
32coleman, op. cit . , 
34c oleman, op. cit . •  , 
., ,.. 
--'°Coleman, op . cit. , 
38co1eman, op. c it . , 
4oAhlem ' op . cit . ,  p . 
p .  222 . 
p . 223 . 
p . 2 26 
p .  2 24 . 
1 1 1  • 
33Moro-an t:> ' 
35}1organ, 
37Horgan, 
39Horgan, 
op . cit . , p .  )-�.?9 . 
op . c it. , p • h76 .  
op. cit. , p . 47B .  
op. cit . ,  p .  48o .  
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Repres sion is dangerous particularly repres sion of emotion . 
Since each emotion is saying something or leading somewhere, to repres s  
i t  would mean losing contact 1-rith self o r  may even result in physical 
ailments . 47 If one represses his emo tions , he will be ruled subconsciously 
by them because they do not disappear . They will cause one to act and 
feel in a vJay that he cannot explain . An.."'Ciet,y might be present vdthout 
a known cause . One may also repress  ideas and feelings that are 
essentially positive because he considers them rtJrong or dangerous . In 
this respect,  repres sion does not, bring control,  but los s of con trol . 4B 
There are several reasons -;,rhy repres sion takes place . One may 
have been programmed to do so as a child. In addition , a person may 
"moralize 11 his emotions and respond with repression to someone saying 
he has no right to feel that -;,1ay. There may be a value conflic t as 
in the idea that men should shov.r no fear or tears . 49 It may occur 
because emotions appear threatening in pain, s ense of lost  control, 
or in a blow to self-e s teem. SO 
Nathaniel Branden, psychologist, emphasizes that a man is 
not judged by the c ontent of his emotions making them moral, but the 
degree of rationali ty he uses with them. If emotions "\-Jere moral, 
repres sion 1>\fould be inevi ta.ble . He also s ·!;resses that one does not 
need to act on an emotion and suggests as protection against repression, 
the conviction that one >vill not act on an emotion because he feels it, 
but will identify it and determine if it is justifiable . 51 
47Powell , The Secret . ,  op.  cit. , pp . 1 02 ,  1 08 . 
48Branden, op . cit. , pp . 88 , 9 1 .  49powell, op . cit . , pp . 1 02- 1 03 . 
50J3randen, op . cit . , p .  84 . 51 Ibid . , pp . 86- 87 . 
In regard to  repression, it is said that "Buried emotions are like 
rejected people ; they make us pay a high price for having rejected 
them . Hell hath no fury like that of a s corned emotion . 11.52 
33 
This reYievJ of defense mechanisms concluding vii th repression 
is presen·ted to bring them to the attention of the Christian as 
pos sibilities vJhich may exist in one 1 s emotional life . It must be 
restated that their rnisuse lies in overuse in extreme degrees  which 
inhibits normal emotional health and adjustment . One mus t  be aware 
that such use limits a Christia.n 1 s  ability to truly be himself using 
rational po1r1ers and sensing all emotion.  Another area to be alert 
to and aware of is the games people play. 
Games and Roles 
Playing games leads to a los s  of uniqueness  and being sensitive 
to ho1.r one feels . In game playing, other people soon begin to deal 
with one ' s  roles and not the real self .  Playing a game means relating 
to others vrhile hiding feelings . As in the role of the strong boy v1ho 
does not cry, behaYior becomes patterned and true feelings are 
sacrificed • .5 3 
Eric Berne, the author of Games People Play, defines and 
identifies several games in which man is engaged .  A game involves 
concealed,  dishonest motivation beh:l.nd a series of  transactions or social 
interactions between two people which results in a payoff or reward. 54 
.52Poviell, �-e_t_. __ , op . c it . , p .  1 03 • 
.53Ahlem, op.  cit. , pp . 79- 82 • 
.54&ic Berne , Games People Play (NeT:J York : Grove Pres s ,  Inc . ,  
1 964) , p . 48 . 
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balance . 1162 It begins in the understanding and a-vJarenes s  that part of 
the potential and means for maintaining an emotional balance is in the 
thoughts and values of the Christian. The potential and means for 
self- control being available makes it pos s ible once again for the 
Christian to experience more freedom in his life of emotion . 
Norman \<fright maintains that emotions are aroused when one 
makes a value judgment . KnovJledge , evaluation, and judgment precede 
the emotional reaction . These occur automatically so  that one really 
is not avmre this  is happening . Perceiving and understanding a 
situation occurs before the emotions become involved. 6 3 
Lending support to this idea is Nathaniel Branden ' s  view 
that the c ontent of man ' s  emotions i s  a product of his rational 
faculty. In this  sens e ,  values as rat.ional link man to reality by 
directing his actions . Branden c ons iders emotion to be a value-
response . One perceives a situation, evaluates it, and then responds 
emotionally. The value directs the response . 64 In agreement vli th this 
is Dr. Ma..xvJell :Haltz , author of the well-knmm book, Psycho-:Cyber��.-' 
He claims that emotional reactions are sparked by an idea or a belier . 65 
Albert Ellis in his theory of rational-emotive therapy believes 
that man is largely c ontrolled by factors outside his \.Jill, but believe s  
there i s  the pos sibility to intervene in order to change and control 
his future . In his A-B-C theory, A is an event, existence of a fact,  
62Norman H .. Wright, The Christian Use of Emotiona.l Power (Old 
Tappan : Fleming H .  Revell C o:nij)any��-;----·----· 
63 Ibid. ,  pp . 15- 16 . 64Branden, op . c it . , pp . 64-65 , 69 .  
65:tv1ro..'1-Jell Hal t z ,  Psyc_!:o-Cyb�_E�ics (Nei.r York : Prentice-Hall_, 
Inc . ,  p .  30 .  
behavior, or attitude . C is the individual ' s  reaction follm·dng A .  
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Hm,J'ever, B not A is the cause of C ,  B being a definition o r  in terpre ta­
t ion of A by the individual . 66 Similarly, a tho·ught or value judgment 
pre cedes the reaction as the caus e . 
'I'hi s  information has particular importance for the Christian. 
It does not leave his emotion in an uncontrollable posj_ tion, but indeed 
opens the r;my to c ontrol . A Chris tian 1 s value sys tem and thoughts c an 
intervene to mord tor his emotional reactions . It is knov1ledge to this 
effec t  that helps to reduce inhibitions tor111ard emotion and its 
expre s sion . One c an be assured that emotion need not be out o f  his 
c ontrol .  He nee d  not act on his feeling, but recognize that i t  is there . 
It follovlS that s ince the rational faculty is o f  primary 
importance ·in determining emotional res pons e ,  it is necessary for the 
Christian to c ontrol his thought life . One mus t allov.1 the Holy Spirit to 
renew the mind . One mus t  c ons ider the direc tion or tendency of his mm 
thought life , v-:hat his mind dv.Jells upo n .  In addition, i t  is necessary 
to realize that old thought patterns nee d  not dominate bec ause one is 
se t  free . A Christian mus t  also let h i s  mind be f illed �vith the mind 
of Christ, and thoughts and resources that help h im .  Lastly, one mus t  
s trengthen h i s  mind i n  praye r . 67 Such precaution o pe ns the w ay to 
healthy emo tiona l  response and a comfort that leads to freedom .  
Kno·Ning about the nature o f  emotion, recognizing s cme aspects 
of its misu s e ,  and r e la ting emotion to thoughts and values c ontribute s  
t o  one ' s  understanding o f  his emotion s . He i s  more equipped for living . 
-----·-----
66c .H.  Patterson, Theories of C ou�s eling and Psychotherapy 
( 2nd e d . ; Ne'lv York : Harper and Il.o�r 1\iS.tfsner:'S;'1"9TIJ�-· 
67tvright , op. cit . ,  pp . 40- 45 . 
LIVING WITH ONE ' S  EMOTIONS 
The Christian knows that Christ came to give life and to give 
it abundantlyw The fullness  of life is promised to man through belief 
in Jesus Chris·t . Because man >vas created complete and whole in 
relationship to God and fell from fellmvship -vlith God, so then he is 
restored to completenes s  by the grace and love of God . Every person 
has the opportunity to reach that goal of 1-.1holeness  and abundance in 
life, but only the Chris tian is now in the process  of growing in 
Christlikeness . 11He God is in the process of forming Christ in 
our total personalities . 11 1  
A s  a Christian experiences the abundan t life , he i s  living v<ith 
his emotions . To vie-vJ them in relationship to -vJholenes s ,  redefines 
the goal of emotional freedom for the Christian . To view them in 
relationship to choj.ce reveals the options available to move to;,rard 
freedom or remain behind . To view them in relationship t.o verbal 
expres sion presents one means to the end goal of emotional freedom 
and wholenes s  for the Christian. 
GRO\viNG T014ARD 'dHOLENESS 
There are a nmnber of distinguishing characteristics of Hholeness  
which lend focus to one 1 s process of  grolrzth . Hildred 1rlynko op puts this 
1 Lawrence 0 . Richards , 69 Ways To Start a Study Group and Keep 
It .Q.:��,ring (Grand Rapids : ZonCfervan Pt161ishing House , f97 3 } ,  -·p . 1 0 .  
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1-vholeness  into perspective . 11The bas is of spiritual living is the 
"�>Jhole self in uholesome integration with all the uniquene s s  of 
personality :i.ntact ,  positive and strong, but under the domination 
of an all-controlling love for Christ-a cleansed self . n2 According 
to this , wholeness under the control of love is the basis for 
spiritual living . Such ,  indeed,  :i.s a vJorth�rrhile goal . 
1Nholene s s  
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Donald H. Joy, a curriculum specialist for Light and Life Press ,  
describes a \•Jhole person a s  follm-rs : ( 1 ) he has a generally positive 
view of hilnself ,  able to face the truth about himself,  ( 2 ) he is able 
to cope Hith all kinds of experiences ,  ( 3 )  he can strongly feel the 
needs of o thers ,  ( 4) he tends to be creative and spontaneous "�>Jithout 
self-defenses and masks , and (5) he is not a slave to conformity, but 
has a mind of his own. 3 
JoA1me Fields v.Jri ting for InterVarsity Press makes a comparable 
list with added insight . She relates that a i·Jhole person trusts 
himself and is noi� ahJays afraid of mistakes . He is spont.aneous, 
behaving freely, being comfortable . In addition, the present is of 
utmost importance- today counts . A whole pers on has a rich range of 
feeling c.rhich he is not afraid to express . Lastly, he is creative 
and not ahra;y-s adjusting or being average .4 
D1 a similar line of thought, Dr . Eric  Berne ' s  description of 
2:rrildred Bangs lv;rnkoop, A Theology of Love ( Kansas C ity: Beacon 
Hill Press ,  1 972) , p .  203 .  
3Donald 1'1. Joy, Meaningful Learning in the Church (Winona Lake : 
Light and Life Press , 1 9o9) , pp . 4�-47. -· 
4JoAnne Fields , vJha t Is  a Ral Person? (Do1,mers Grove : 
InterVarsity Pre s s ,  1 975"}, pp . 10-i":i . ..  
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an Adult ego s tate offers itself as a i.:rorthy portrayal of vJholenes s .  
The Adult is not age-related but influenc ed by education and experience 
whereby a person collects information, analyzes consequences and then 
makes conscious dec isions . S  This Adult has the potential o f  being 
autonomous, that is, self- governing, determining destiny, taking 
responsibilii�y for one 1 s own actions and feelings , and getting rid 
of inappropriate life patterns . Such autonomy yields awarenes s ,  
spontane ity and intimacy. An a-v.;are person responds to the here and 
now knm.ring vJhere he is,  'I<Jhat he 1 s  doing, and how he feels about it. 
A spontaneous person lives freely making choices from s everal options 
for behavior and feelings . He is flexible, not bom1d to a pre-
determined life- s tyle, yet concerned about hovJ his action is affecting 
o thers .  An intimate person c an express natural feelings of warmth, 
t.endernes s ,  and closene s s . He becomes open and risks himself . These 
characteristics of an autonomous Adult enable him to grov1 and be 
concerned -v;i th "being . u6 
This Adult moving toward autonomy is mos t  in touch with his 
potential as a human be ing and is integrating his Adult . He is able 
to unify a concern and commitment toward others , his intelligence at 
problem-solving, and his ability to create and express  fee lings of 
awe and affection . 7  
John Povlell spe aks o f  a grm-ling and fully human person. Such 
a person exhibits a balance bet>.Jeen " interiority11 and 11exteriority. n 
Interiority s ignifies awarenes s  and acceptance . One has explored and 
S11nriel James and Dorothy Jonge-r.:rard, Born to I.Jin (Reading :  
Addison-vJesley Publishing Company, 1 97 1 ) ,  p .  248. 
6Ibid . ,  pp . 263- 267 . 7Ibid . ,  pp . 269- 271 .  
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experienced himself and is not afraid of himself . He is aware of his 
mind, will, and emotions . He is not only aware , but he is accepting of 
himse lf and his emotions , tender or hos tile . Such a person is open to 
change and gro1r<rth trusting his abilities . Exteriori ty allov.rs a person 
to be open to his environment making his contac t  deep and meaningfuL 
Life is experienced fully and completely and he is able to love free ly. 
Such a fully htunan person controls more than he is controlled .  He does 
not let o thers determine his thoughts , feelings or actions . B 
These c oncepts of wholeness present a goal or a dream to b e  
attained and lived vJith the cooperative assistance of God .  110ne who 
hones tly v-Ja."t'J.ts the will of God and >·rho sees His w ill as involving 
the supreme good, can dare to s e t  goals beyond anything he has ever 
dreamed of before . 1 19 This is a part of the process of holiness in 
,.;rhich one grov.rs and develops in Christlikenes s .  
Wholeness and Emotions 
The reality of wholenes s  has an impact on emotional life . God 1 s  
unconditional and neverending love which is concerned with hone s ty, 
grov.rth, openne s s ,  awarenes s ,  acceptance , and fulfillment is at work 
to preserve healthy emotional life . This love affirms man and defenses 
go dovm. It helps to make one secure in knmdng he is invaluable and 
of infinite �oiorth . He is the obj ect of a love that fre e s  him to no 
longer rej ect his feelings and f ight for emotional control . This supreme 
love of God allows one to have an authentic eA�erience of self and others . 1 0 
8John Powell, �v � T Afr�� TQ Tell IQu \I.Jho I .M!ll ( Nile s : 
Argus C o�mtnications , , 59 , pp . 3 - 4, 39 . 
9c e c il Osborne , The Art of Understanding Yourself ( Grand Rapids : 
Zondervan Publishing House, 1967), pp.  154-1;,:------- -
1 0Lloyd H .  Ahlern, Do I Have To Be !1e? (Glendale : Regal Books, 
1 973) , pp . 29, 39 . 
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Acce�ting Emotion. Operating from a secure base of love, it 
is possible to recognize that emotions are acceptable in oneself and 
others . C arl Rogers,  psychologist,  puts no boundaries on this 
acceptance of others • 
• • • a Harm regard for him as a person of  unconditional self­
worth-of value no matter what his condition, his behavior, or his 
feelings . It means a respect and liking for him as a separate 
person, a 1-Tillingness for him to possess his feelings in his o-vm 
,.yay. It means an acceptance of his attitudes of the moment,  no 
matter hm·:r negative or positive, no matter ho;,1 much they may 
contra.dict o ther attitudes he has held in the pas t .  1 1  
This brings the acceptance of negative emotion to focus . To 
reject negative emotion is to reject half a personality and disregard 
the total person. It not only means being half a person, it also could 
s tifle the full expression of posJ.tive emotion. In addition, positive 
emotion can be aqused by making it smothering or  overly sweet.  Once 
again, it is necessary to view God ' s  love as the avenue to wholeness 
because he accepts all parts . 1 2  It is no secret that every person is 
in the process  of "be- ing 11 and the key is  to provide conditions under 
which a person can move toward wholenes s .  This growth is only possible 
when emotj.ons are accepted . .&notions that are Hheld- in 11 can produce 
such pressure that one is not able to 11be . n1 3 Negative emotion is a 
real part of  the human being in need of acceptance as is any o ther 
1 1 carl R. Rogers , On Becoming A Person ( Boston : Houghton 
l{ifflin Company, 1 961 ) ,  p . 34. 
1 2navid Augsburger, Caring En9ugh To 9onfront ( Glendale : 
Regal Books, 1 973 ) ,  pp . 43-44. 
1 �-Jilliam V .  Pietsch, Human Be-ing (Ne'l·r York : Ne1v American 
Library, 1 974 ) ,  pp. 69, 7 2 .  
part to promote the fulfilled and abundant life . 
�ing Emotion . Because of the na�tre of the created 
personality with the pos itive and negative aspects of emotion, it 
cannot be divorced from rational thought . Experiencing emotional 
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spontaneity or freedom requires the use of thought to label emotion, 
identify the situation and determine the appropriateness  of a reaction. 
"It is  likely that as you check out your feelings and then take courses 
of action v-Jhich use emotional common sense,  you 1-vill experience more 
rewards , successe s ,  friendships and fe�-rer rejections and failures .  n1 4 
Rational thought is necessary for total, �1holesome functioning of emotion. 
Gro�,;ring Elm.otion. The grot•rth process i s  the dynamic part of 
the c oncept of wholenes s .  1rJith regard t o  feelings,  i t  i s  helpful 
to identify this process of growth tm-1ard freedom of emotion .  
Research shows that in the beginning s tages ,  feeUngs are 
viewed as past ,  distant, unovmed,  not pres ent noH . As one grovis , he 
soon takes more responsibility for what he feels and comes closer to 
immediate experiencing . This growth continues until feelings are 
experienced and expres sed in the Lmmediate present . There is no 
delay or avoidance of the pres ent feeling . A continually changing 
flow of feelings becomes a characteristic . 1 5 For example , anger 
present noH is experienced and expressed immediately in an appropriate 
manner,  not held in, repressed, delayed or ignored . 
Grm,ring in t\Tholeness  is groHing in freedom . For the Christian 
1 4Rolland s .  Parker,  Emotional Common Sense (New York : HaFper 
and Rov1, Publishers , 1 97 3 )  9 p. 65'". 
1 5Rogers , op1 cit . , pp . 64, 1 56 .  
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bo th are dynamic and much des ire d .  E.'Tlot ions as  a bas ic and acceptable 
part. of man need to be a continual part of that growth for man to 
achieve the fullnes s  or comple tene s s  he was promised and designed for . 
As Christians , one has no place to go,  but fonvard without fear , 
being what he is meant to be . 
USING THE FOTtJER OF CHOICE 
Paul 'fournier ,  Chris tian psychiatris t, appropriately s tates that 
to live is to choose be cause man lives out his life making choices . 1 6 
For the Chris tian, cho ice is not vJithout discretion,  but c ompelled by 
the Holy Spirit to be re s pons ible choices made by re spons:tble persons . ! ? 
To begin to  achieve and experience emo tional freedom requires a responsi-
ble dec is ion on the part of the Chris tian . It is another aspect of living 
out life base d  on a choice to be free ;,Jith emo tions or in bondage . 
Cho o s ing To Be Real 
11Love and authenticity are inseparable partners in our 
emotional lives . n1 8 Love empowers persons with s e curity which allm·JS 
them to remove masks and lo1-'er  defense s .  Sens i tivity t o  one self and 
o thers is reopene d .  The challenge t o  b e  real i s  a challenge t o  become 
hone s t, s ens itiYe peo ple . 1 9  
To clo s e  o thers out i s  in e ss ence cutting out Hhat man Trias 
created to need .  If h e  remains behind a mask too long , people do 
1 6Paul Tournier,  The Meaning O f  Persons ( Ne� York : Harper and 
Brothers , 1 957 ) ,  p . ?00 . ----
1 �fynkoop, loc .  cit . 
1 9roid.  
1 8Ahle.m, op . c i t . , p . 87 . 
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Basic to this act of risking is trust .  To 1•Jait until one can 
be sure they can trust others not to reject, hurt or misunderstand 
is to continue in isolation . The only .... ray to learn trust is to trust 
firs t .  This means exercising a n  act of the will and s aying that one 
1-Jill trust and risk because he lov-es another . 27 Inevitable , there is 
an openness t,hat comes i<Jith trusting . As one is able to express real 
feelings vJhet,her negative or positive accepting himself in a total 
1'iay, he is more able to love and trust.  In addition, as  one is  able 
to feel <;�ith another,  more trust and understanding develops . To 
choose not to be trusting is to be distrustful, manipulative , coercive, 
using clever plans . But to choose to trust another 1.ri th the truth 
about oneself opens the way for him to trust and share the truth 
about himself . 2 8 In this instance ,  the richness of relationship 
and one 1 s need to be himself depend on ·Nhether one is willing to trust 
and risk. The benefits are awaiting if one is willing to risk 
finding out who he really is , let others know, and risk the change 
that might come in relationship . 
Choosing To Be Private 
Tr.Jith all the discussion and encouragement tm·Jard opennes s  
and expressing real feelings , i t  i s  necessary t o  emphasize that in 
this life-style one does have the option of privacy. This is a plea 
for moderation and the use of coillrnon sense and rational thought in 
expression of emotions . 
2 7John Powell, The Secret of Staying In Love ( Nile s : Argus 
Communications , 1 974 ) ,  p .  1 �8.  
28Augsburger, op . cit . , pp. 87- 89 .  
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Privacy has a double concern for the one speaking and the 
one listening . The speaker needs to be a1tmre that expression of 
some thoughts and experiences may alarm the other person and break 
communication. To maintain one ' s  own identity and integrity, some 
areas nee d  to be kept private . 29 n • • if there is a need to reveal, 
there is also a need to protect and 1-1ithhold . n30 In a similar manner,  
the listener needs to  be  aware of  the speaker 1 s right, to privacy. 
11 It is a privilege to share another person ' s  l ife story and an 
unforgivable invasion to pry for exciting and titillating details . n31  
Each pers on deserves the respect and dignity allowed for his  own 
personhood . 
Choosing To Be Respons ible 
Self-understanding means learning to be open and accepting 
of one 1 s emotions . It means 11 listening 11 -t,o one 1 s emo tions to become 
a growing person . It  seems commonplace to make others responsible for 
one ' s  emotions . "You made me angry, fearful, frightened. " However, to 
obtain the truth in self-unders tanding, one must mm and be responsible 
for his own emotion. No one e lse  can cause it,  they simply stimulate 
that which is already there . To make another responsible for one ' s  
feelings is to blame him and make the problem his . No learning or 
growth takes place . 32 
The ultimate choice here is to grm.J or not to grmv . To be 
29Ke i -t,h Hiller ,  The Be comers (V'Jord Books , 1 97 3) , p .  45 .  
30Thomas J .  Cottle , nour Soul-Baring Orgy Destroys the 
Private Self, " Ps:>:c_!:ology Today, October, 1 975,  p .  87 . 
3 1 rbid . 32powell, The Secret • • •  , op . c it . , pp . 95-96.  
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respons ible for one 1 s  emotions enables h:im to recognize them and 
deal ;.rith them in a c onstructive and productive manner . 
Choosing To Change 
'l'he Christ.ian has already made the supreme choi ce vJhich made h:im 
a child of God .  This  change o ccurs when a pers on accepts respons ibility 
for who he is and ·Hha t he doe s . He then makes a choice to change and 
c laims the love of God and others to help him . 33  The same proce s s  is  
involved when one dec ides to  change one emotional life- s tyle to  another, 
from alienation and separation to openness  and genuine fellovlship. 
EXPRESSING ONESELF VERBALLY 
11Every normal hmnan being has a longing for the overflovring 
of natural emotio n . n34 It is such a natural part of man that i t  yearns 
to  be expressed  and can serve man if the expres s ion is controlled and 
dire c ted.  It results in good mental health,  physical health, and 
h ealthy relationships . 
Emotional expres sion is c ons idered a basic psychological 
need of an average adult human being along vd.th such basic needs as 
c omfort or relief of tens ion, s ecurity and others . Physical disorders 
or mental problems can result if expres sion is inhibited .  Adeouate 
out\-mrd expres sion through action or conversation release s  tension 
putting one back into phys ical and mental balance . 35 In addition, 
33Augsburger, op .  c it . , pp . 63-64 .  
3bc .B. Eavey, Principles of  Mental Health for Christian Liv�ng 
( Chicago : The Noody Bible Ins titute , 1 9.55), p. 1 154. 
35rvrarion H .  Nelson, �'lhY Christians Crc:_ck Up_L ( Chicago : Moody 
Pre s s ,  1 967 ) ,  pp . 65-67 . 
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learning to expr e s s  one ' s  feelings e nables him to put as ide his mask and 
express hi.'Us e lf c ons is tently >.Ji th what he is experienc ing . He no longer 
needs to hide \1-rha t  he feels and avo ids t.'l.e inner conflict that may o ccur . 
Many have testified that such express ion o f  real feeling i s  no longer 
c ons idered disaste:rous or des tructlve , but quite s atisfying . It allOi·JS 
one to experience the r i chne s s  that exis ts I<Ji thin him . 36 F e elings such 
as anger ,  l ove , hurt and grief become a reality to one ' s  experience . 
Many do no t experience o r  expr es s  the ir own fee lings . A 
numbe r  of things in the pas t ,  or the pres ent may c ontribute to thi s ,  
making feelings appear dangerous o r  even damaging . Dr . Rolland Parker 
cites type s of homes that lend themse lves to emotional crippling . In 
the 11nice householdn the expre s s ion o r  hurt and anger are discourage d 
by ins tilling guilt o r  thre atening dire c onsequence s f or being 
as s e r t ive . The 11 abusive home ''  pre sents mode ls of extreme anger and 
pain through the parents or one ' s  otm expe r iences o f  brutality. In 
the " emotionally depr iving household 11  l ittle or no value is put on 
fee ling s . A child i s  critic i z e d  for his fee lings and a parent does 
not let h is feelings show . On the c ontrary, the home which teaches 
expres s ion lends itself to good emotional health . Fee lings are 
encouraged as leg i timate . 37 
Such expr e s s ion guards against explos ive outburs ts from 
accumulated fee lings which are generally no t appropr iate :i.n a g iven 
s itua tion therefore unreasonable and not understo o d . As emo tions 
are c ontinuous ly shared o r  expres se d ,  they do no t pile up and are no 
3�0gers , �pec oming.�� , o p . cit . , pp . 1 1 3 , 3 1 5 ,  31 8 .  
3 7 Parke r ,  o p .  c i t . , pp . 7 6- 7 8 .  
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longer explosive . Such things as rages o f  temper and deep depression 
b . d  d 3 8  c an e avo1 e • 
In the same realm o f  expres s ing legitimate emotion, is the 
negat,ive , trou.ble s ome emotion . They are not a moral issue v7he n  
expressed but mus·t> b e  c ons idered a s  appropriate o r  inappropriate 
depending on Hhether or no t the manner of expr es s ion is acceptable . 
It is noteHorthy that inhibited expression of neg ative emotion "t1ill 
inhibit the expression of positive emotion . 39 It is evident that 
nonexpression as a life pattern is de s tructive for a pers onality and 
needs to be dealt 1-Ji th c ons tructively. 
This discuss ion regarding expres s ion versus nonexpression 
is illus trated Hell by these diagrams . The se figures sho-;.r that 
expres s ion brings rene11al of life and vigor .  
Unexpressed fee ling dampens life energy. 
Expressed fee ling enhances life energy. 
Figure 1 
7'decreased \ e nergy 
o riginal 
energy fre e d  
Expre s s ion and Nonexpres s ion o f  Feeling40 
38uo gers , On Becoming , op .  c it . , p . 31 8 . 
39Mal tz , o p .  cit . , p .  1 66. 
)+OJerome Lis s , Free To Feel ( NeH York: Praeger Publishers 9 
1 974) ,  p .  41 .  
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It is nece s s ary to adapt and i>Jork on habits and menta.l attitude s that 
allo-;.:o for ade quate ouhJard expre s s ion of emotion in s o c ially approved 
"l<J ays . 
C ONCLUS ION 
At this p o int, a Chris tian needs t o  realize tha t his life 
is a grm·ring proce s s  tovJard 1-rholene s s  which requires a freedom of 
emotion . In addition, his lj_fe invo lves choices to be made regarding 
emo tions v7hich -vdll enable h im to live out that grovring process in 
his emo tional life . He nms t  cho ose to be real, ·(jo take risks , t,o 
trus t ,  to be responsible and ult:ilnately to change . Lastly, a 
Chris tian needs to realiz.e that a life- s tyle of expre s s ion 11Jill co ntrib­
ute much to his to tal health . 
'I'he focus in th is s tudy move s to verbal expres s ion be c ause of 
its value as therapeu tic and the vi tal role H. plays in c orrmmnication . 
Mildred vTynkoop vie1vs man as a communication cente r who n • •  is 
only -;-rh.oll'l another pe rs on is lis tenj_ng , 1.mde:rs tanding ,  responding 
to him� n41 It is on this b elief that the s tudy turns tovmrd the 
d;y-na.mics of c ommunication as they apply t.o the groc-Jth of a Christian 
t o-vmrd emotional .freedom .  
4h rynkoop, op . c i t . , p .  1 41 .  
Chapter 5 
COMM'UlHCATING 11ITH Ol\fE 1  S Elif:JTIONS 
Relational theology mus t  be ma.de practical in the church .  In 
order to be alive , the church nms t dis cover that minis try that brings 
about the miracle of neT.v life through God 1 s grace . Such a ministry 
simply means 1 1living out life " v-1ith people in its re ality. 1 1'his 
theology advocates relationship that is close  and real bet1,;reen church 
members . It requires the ability to be honest Hith oneself and o thers . 
Cormnunication is  a major contribut,or to this healthy interaction, 
but is not taking place in an adequate manner . n • • cornmunica. tion 
a. form of interpersonal relationship that all of us by nature -vmnt to do, 
start very early trying to do, continue to do all our conscious lives ,  
and ult:Lmately discover ,,re have done very inefficiently. n2 
Nonco:mmunication or  impaired communication can occur and 
several things may c ontribute to it . Some people do not have the 
ability to talk vJi th another . They have never learned to  do so • Some 
are afraid of exposing their feelings or thoughts because they do not 
want rejection or hurt.  Some believe that talking is  hopeless because 
the other -oerson Hill not listen . Finally, there are some who believe 
1 Keith £.'1iller, The Be comers ('daco : \Tord Books ,  1 97 3 ) ,  p .  20.  
2 J .  Harold Ellens , 11A Theology of  Communication • 11 
Journa.l .�sychology and Theology, II, 2 ( Sprjng ,  1 974) , 1 32- 1 33 .  
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they have nothing to offer . 3 At the same time, this lack o f  
communication might be telling the other person several things . 
He may fee l  he is not trusted, or that one thinks he vJill take 
the infor:ma tion "f'l'rongly. He may also feel that he is not important 
enough for s omeone to risk s ome discom ..fort in sharing ";ith him. Lack 
of com.rm.mication may tell him he is considered too vJeak to bear t._h.e 
truth about another . 4 
In addition, c ow�nications are often misunderstood making the 
interaction unpleasant or unfulfilling . Norma.n \o!right identifies six 
different messages that may c ome through making the likelihood of mis-
understanding greater .  They are as folloHs : ( 1 ) what you mean to say, 
( 2) 1-1hat you actually say, ( 3 ) Nhat the other person hears , ( 4) what the 
other person thinks he hears , ( 5 )  �<rhat the o ther person says about �rJhat 
you said, and (6 )  what you think the o ther person said about i-Jhat you 
s aid . Hith all these possibilH�ies , it is quite clear that in order to 
achieve adequate c ommunication, one must engage in hard -vrork .5 
Comnrunication as Christians begins ivith openness to God. It is 
a product of this process . 
1 • Christ accepts us . 
2 .  \'le accept Christ ' s  love . 
3 .  He accept ourselves .  
4 .  \-Je accept o thers . 
5 .  \ve cormm.micate t 6  
It i s  through these steps that a Christian comes to the place 1rJhere he 
3Norma:n H. Uright and Fritz Hidenour ( ed . ) ,  Comnrunicatio:n :  
Key To �our �rri�e (Glendale : Hegal Books,  1 974 ) , --p:� 
hr.awrence 0 . Richards , 69 Hays To Start a Study Group and Keep 
It GrovJing (Grand Rapj.ds : Zonderva:n JSliDiisfiing House , 1 973') , p.  55 . ·-
�'Jright, op . cit. , p .  54. 6Ibid . ' p .  77 . 
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can c ommunicate Hith his emotions o As h e  learns about c ommunication 
and hoH i t  occurs , he is more able to build a relationship and minister 
to the needs o:r o thers . His emotions can be chan..ne le d  creative ly and 
effec tively into c ommunication . Several authors have vJritten on this 
subj e c t  i..11 an e ffort to build c ommunication in the lives of people . 
The remainder of this chapter is a series o f  smmnaries regarding t,.'I-J.e 
vim·JS of these authors . Authors included are John Poi•rell, Thomas Gordon, 
"tvtlliam Pietsch, Virginia Satir , David Augsburger, and George Bach . 
JOHN POHELL 1 S LEVELS OF COIV)}ffJNICATION 
This dis cussion is based upon t;;-ro books -vJritten by John Po-vJell, 
Y.Jhy fu"ll I_ Afr�.id To Tell You lilho I Am? and The Secret o f  Staying in Love . 
The c ontent c oncentrates he avily on emotions and their place in 
communication. It i s  J ohn Pmvell 1 s c ontention that relationship 
c annot occur vdthout comrmmication and communication cannot o ccur 
without the sharing of feelings . Emot ions are basic to the real self 
and only by sharing them c an one knovJ himself, know o thers and change . 
Pertinent to this are PoHell ' s  five levels of communication , rules 
for c ommunication, c-rays o f  dealing w ith emotion and communicating 
through dialogue . 
Five Levels o f  Conmnmication 
These levels are five degree s  of �-Jillingness to share oneself 
or c ommunicate uith o thers . The levels are pre sented in increas :Lng 
order of openne s s . ?  
?John Po1rrell, \\Thy Am I Afraid To Tell You 1dho I .fl.m? ( Niles : 
Argus C ommunications , 1 959) , ""pp . 5.5-02 . 
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1 .. Level five : Pe rsons talk in c li ches or traditional spe e ch 
patterns such as , nhow are you , 11 " it ' s  good to see you, H or 11where 
have you been? 11 There is no shar ing of persons and e ach o ne is safely 
isolated from another .  
2 .  Leve l four : On this level o f  c ommunication, one reports 
the facts about o the rs, what they have said and done , and shares 
nothing about one s e lf . 
3 . Level three : One communicates a part of hims elf , his 
dec isions , judgments and. ideas , but only vJhen it i s  certain the 
o ther w ill agree . 
4 . Level two : This level is the sharing of "gut- level "  
feelings o r  emotions . It is on this level that a perso n ' s  unique­
ne s s  comes forth as he puts his feelings behind his ide as .  
5 . Leve l one : This leve l is identified as the ul timate in 
c orrmmni cation . Deep, authentic hone s ty and o penne s s  prevail in the 
relationship . It is at times difficult and never a permanent experience . 
Rule s f o r  Communication 
Levels one and t1rJO are advocated by Powell as c ommunication 
that will build an hone s t  authentic re lationship .  Personal friendship 
re sults Hhich leads to growth . Howeve r, thi s  communication mus t  be 
accompanied by s everal :Lmportant cons iderations termed "rules . 11 
Rule one s tate s that o penne s s  ru1d hone s ty mus t no t be 
judgmenta l .  Rule t"Ho s tre s se s  that one mus t believe emotions are no t 
moral. Rul e  three ma.ke s  the point that emo tions mus t not be divorced 
from but integrated with the inte lle c t  and the Hill . Rule four s tate s 
that em o tions mus t be reported, spoken out or they w ill be acted out .  
Rule five emphasizes that emo tio ns must be r eported imme diately while 
they are being experienced. Any delay should not be prolonged. B  
For one to engage in this 11gut�leve111 communication a.nd to 
follow the rules I>Jill provide benefits \vhich Powell describe s . A 
real and authentic relationship, changes toHard maturation, and a 
s timulation of openness  and honesty from others ivill resu1t . 9 
vlays of Dealing �'J'i th Emotion 
In rela·tionship to the use of emotions in conmmnication, 
S7 
Powell maintains that he does not mean a surrender to emo tion, but a 
balance •..rhich results from awarenes s ,  reporting, and integration. A 
table indicating the difference s  between such healthy and tmhealthy 
dealings helps to clarify the ideas . In an emotional s ituation : 
Healthy 
1 • Turn yot.IT mind from the 
situation and look at the 
reaction . 1·Jhat am I feeling? 
2 .  Admit the emotion, 
estimate its strength, and 
ident.ify it . 
3 .  Investigate the emotion, 
how it got there and where 
it came from. Trace the 
origin., 
4 .  Report the emotion 
idthout ini;erpret,ation, 
judgment or blame . 
5 .  Integrate the emo tion, 
determine the bes t  thing to 
do and act on i t .  
Un .  h.eal thy 
1 .  Ignore the emotional reaction. 
It is irrelevant and you don ' t  
feel it an;yc·Jay. 
2 .  Deny the emotion and keep 
your mind on the situation. 
3 .  Look for rebuttal material. 
Keep your mind on the arga�ent. 
Be right . 
4.  Blame the other pers on .  
5 .  D o  not. in.tegrate o r  learn, 
just leave the situation . 
Figure 2 
Healthy and Unhealthy Reactions1 0 
S pov-Jel1, op. cit . , pp . 65- 78 . 
9 Ibid. , pp. 79- 84 . 
'1 0  Ib d 9 3 . i • ' pp .  0- 9. • 
Dialogue 
John Poi<Tell elaborated this commtmica.tion style under the 
label of dialogue . Dialogue leads to a mutual sharing of feelings, 
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not ideas, choices, advice ,  plans , or reas oning . It assumes that all 
feelings are a natural part of  life and they result from various 
influences in that life . In addition, dialogue becomes a cooperation 
without c ompetition and judgment with the ultimate desire to 
communicate oneself to another. 1 1  
D ialogue involves both speaking and listening . The speaker 
must have the attitude of wanting someone to kno\r,J him, be willing 
to risk himself, and describe the feeling vividly which he is 
experiencing deeply. The lis tener mus t feel Hith another because he 
desires understanding, must accept differences ,  listen to meaning 
beyond cvords , be able to leave his mm feelings and listen to another ,  
and does no,t appear disrespectful by ya1ming or looking at his watch . 
The listener in dialogue does  not offer ready solutions nor does he 
interrupt unles s  clarification is necessary. He does not think of his 
o1qn response while the other talks , but feels Hith him . 1 2  Speaking 
and listening function mutually in dialogue to encourage a sharing 
of feeling that builds relationship . 
THm.1AS GORDON 1 S ACTIVE I,ISTENING 
Dr . Gordon ' s  active listening is outlined in his book, Parent 
Effectiveness Training . The program pres ented therein was designed in 
1 1 John Po1rrell, The Secret of Staying In Love (Niles : Argus 
C onnnunications , 1 974) ,  pp . 1 23- 124, 1 27 . --- --
1 2 Ibid. , pp. 1 33- 1 39 .  
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1 962 Ln C alifornia to train parents in the problem- solving aspect o f  
res olving conflict . The goal i s  to teach parents the c ounseling 
te chniques Hhich 1•1ill enable them through commtmication to place the 
responsibility for s olutions on the children. The parent learns the 
skills in communication that result in a total and pos itive relationship. 
Although the book is geared for the parent- child relationship, the 
principles are applicable to any relationship -,;,rhere the desire to 
communicate exists . 
Active Listening Defined 
Active lis teni1·1g is one of ·t.he e ffective ways of responding 
to a person through acceptance . It replaces ineffectiv-e demanding, 
threatening, preaching, advising, lecturing, judging, blaming,  agreeing ,  
ridiculing, analyzing, sympathizing , probing, and distracting . It 
prevents the one being responded to from consequent feelings of being 
misunderstood, unaccepted, inadequate , or guilty. 1 3  
Active lj.stening s imply means relating back to the sender the 
feeling or :meaning of  his message . It conveys that the lis tener 
undersJoood the need behind the message . A response to 11He took my 
truck a1;ray, tr might be 11You sure feel bad-you don ' t  like it when he doe s  
that . n  Such listening does several things . It provides rele ase from 
t,roublesome feelings , enables one to accept h:Ls feelings and not fear 
them, s tiinulat,es ·�·mrmth in the relationship, allows the pers on being 
responded to t.o begin thinking himself and he, in addition_, learns 
to listen. 1 l.J. 
1 3Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectivenes s  Tra]:_��ng (Ne�>l York : 
Peter H .  'iJyden, Inc . , 1 970) , pp·: 41-47. · 
14Ibid . , pp . 49-53,  5?-58 . 
Being an active listener requires certain attitudes on the 
part of the listener in order for the method to be effective . The 
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lis tener must T·Jant to hear the other person, must  vjant to be helpful, 
mus t  be able to accept his mm feelings , must  realize t.hat feelings 
change, and mus t  be able to see the other as a unique , separate 
individual .  This listening requires that one suspend his m'>ln 
thoughts and feelings to " tune- inn totally to the other ' s  message . 1 5 
A conscious effort is necessary. 
Active Listening In Use 
Active listening is 1'>1ell-used 1>rhen another has a problem. It 
is a method of helping the other see his problem and then find his mm 
solution . It is iJnportant in this situation to alloi-J the other person 
to 11ovmn his o-vm problem . The listener need not also become burdened by 
the problem or offer s olutions . 1 6 The success comes 'Hhen the lis tener 
can accept Hhat the other feels and the other knows he ' s  understood 
in ho'' he feels . H01·1ever, mistakes and ineffective ways can hamper 
active listening thereby decreasing the success . 
To be avrare of these mistakes that are col11!11:m to beginners in 
actlve llstening helps one to avoid them. It is, first of all, a 
mistake to begin 1-rj_th the intention of changing another ' s  behavior 
and thinking to fit one ' s  ovm expecta Uons . Secondly, it is a mistake 
to begin listening and then to quit -vrhen the conversation i.s i.ncomplete . 
Other mistakes include word for vJOrd repetition of a message, lack of 
empathy, and listening v.rhen privacy is needed and vJa...'1ted .  One may also 
be discouraged if problem- sabring does not occur immediately, but must 
1 5Gord.on. op . c 1· t pu 59 61 .. . ,  . .  - . 1 6Ibid . , pp . 62- 70 . 
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he really is extremely angry. Finally, an 11 1" message may expand into 
a ventilation of a ton of fee lings causing fear rather than communicating 
simple overt feeling . 20 Care must be taken to avoid such mistakes .  
Active Listeni�g I� Conflict 
Ac·tive listening is used effectively in conflict situations 
especially in the place of the power struggle . Because a power 
s truggle does not influence , convince , educate , or motivate toward 
appropriate behavior, but invariably produces such things as 
res istance , resentment, and retaliation, it is ineffective . The 
nonpmver method is the alternative . This  approach is simply a joint 
e ffort to find a solutj_on suitable to both participants . It includes 
the follm.;ing s ix step process :  ( 1 ) define and identtfy the problem, 
( 2 )  come up 1,1ith a variety of solutions , ( 3 ) evaluate the s olutions 
to de termine the best  and mos t  -vrorkable , (4) decide on the bes t  
solution .for all, ( .5 )  reach a decision and put the details t o  1-Iork, and 
( 6 )  check back to see if s olution is 1.-rorking or needs a change . 21  
Dr . Gordon 1 s active lis tening promotes healthy relationship 
based on acceptance of one ' s  own feelings and the feelings of others . 
It requires an honest expres sion of one 1 s mm feelings and a lis tening 
to another 1 s feelings in such a v1ay that he .fee ls understood . 
"�'JILLIDI PIETSCH 1 S HUJ.Vlt\.N BE- ING 
Hilliam Pietsch, a full- t:ilne coui!Selor, authored Human Be-ing 
in �,Jhich he discusses  hm,J to have a creative relationship rather thal'l 
a power struggle . He contends that poHer s truggles occur when one 
20Gordon, op . cit . , pp . 1 2 1 - 1 29 .  
21 Ibid. , pp . 1 7.5 ,  1 9 1 - 1 92 , 237- 241 . 
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transfers old emotions and responses to  ano ther per s on vJhich he once 
felt toward s omeone e lse . Such actions do not :regard the person ' s  
uniquenes s  nor his need to be a person in his own right . The selfish 
nature of a pm-Jer s truggle results in one attempting to be s omebody at 
the c o s t  of the o the r . Because of Pie tsch ' s  strong belief that e ach 
person is simply attempting to be what he is intended to be , he proposes 
trusting, lis tening, and clarifying to assist persons in the proce s s  
of 11be- ing . 11 T o  hi.rn all emotions are acceptable , but no t all actions . 
Trus tip.g 
Trusting acc ording to i'Jilliam Pietsch depends more on Hhat one 
does and occurs more readily if there is an unders tanding that the other 
per s on may be relating from old, learned habit patterns . Trust is also 
more likely to o c cur 1-rhen one realize s  that the o ther pers on is not 
really agains t him, but jus t trying to 1 1be . 11 Lastly, and vitally 
important, is that trus t means a c onscious effort to withold j udgment. 2 2  
iiJithholding judgment of another i s  an important s tep tmvard 
changing the direction of a relationship . It is oftentimes too easy 
to judge another person without knowing any of his background or motives 
"l'>�hich may have c ontributed to the >·Jay he h!'ls been acting . One might 
say, nyou shouldn ' t  feel that way !  11 At the same t ime , Pietsch 
indicates that i t  is ne ces sary to make a dis tinction be t'V'Jeen judging 
the actj_on and judging the 1�orth of a person. One must be careful to 
evaluate acti.ons vJithout evaluating one 1 s pers onhood . Pers onal 
his tory may c ontribute greatly to hov1 one responds to a g iven s ituation . 
22Hilliam V .  Pietsch, Human Bed· ing (NevJ York : Ne\v American 
Library, 1 974) , p .  79 . 
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In e ssence,  trusting means making a c ons c ious decision not to act 
on limited evidence and to be aware that an 11attack 11 is merely 
someone 1 s  attempt to be s omebody. 23 
Eeal listening, according to Pietsch, means understanding 
what the o ther person is feeling . It means hearing the deeper message 
of emo tions and not just ideas or fac ts . 2 1+ Some exa;11ples of lis tening 
are as f o llm,;s : 
I ' ve really had it vii th John . 
She 1 s  angry and frustrated T-Iith John. 
It 1 s  eleven o ' clock and he 1 s  not here yet .  
She seems worried that he ' s  late . 
Suzie always gets what she wants ! 
He feels he 1 s  not treated fairly. 
'\rJell, another 1-1as ted day, as usual. 
He s ounds depressed.  
Listening means caring enough to  hear vrhat is really being 
said . This takes effort too because many times more than one message 
is sent depending on the tone of voice a.Yld physical express ion involved .  
Difficulty occurs in lis tening because much o f  education deals w ith 
obj ective fact in problem- solving divorced from subjective feeling . 
HoHever, it is true that facts cannot be communicated in the presence of  
strong emotion . In such insta.nce s ,  the action is usually not as 
important as vJhat it means emotionall_;r to a pers on .  26 
Clarifying 
A creative relationship in which groHth is possible occurs first 
23Pietsch, op.  c it . , pp . 80- 84, 87- 8 8 .  2L.Ib.: d p ..L " '  - • 
26Ib · d  1 . , pp. 92-93, 95, 97 . 
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through acceptance and then c orrmmnicatio n .  One can accept ano·cher 1 s 
emotions through ti·usting and listening and c o:m:municate that 
acceptance through c larification . C larification means making clear 
to the person vJhat has been said . This is of great value to the lis tener 
because the actual meaning of a mes s age may be heard as s omething else 
and therefore mis1mders to od .  The gre atest value in it,  however ,  is that 
it lets the speaker kno;,r the listener is r eally lis tening and that 
means caring. To s ay, " I  unders tand 11 is not enough a.nd feedback o f  
e ach phrase bec omes montonous . But to hear the strong emotion and 
c larify it is helpful . Some example s might be , 11You s ound uneasy 
about it, n o r  11You s ound depres sed . 1 27 
Pietsch s tates that listening ru1d then c larifying re quires 
an act of the Hill . A pers on mus t make a decis ion to act creatively. 
This is nec e s s ary because of the difficulty li1 facing a s trong 
emo tion such as anger . One mus t  c oncentrate on lis tening and 
c larifying . Als o ,  i t  is the tendency to vJan t to change the o ther 
pers on Hith advice rather than letting him s o lve his own problem . Here 
it is crucial to trust the o ther per s o n  1 s ability to solve his O'tln 
problem . Bec ause he can put his problem into vJords , he is able to gain 
s trength and \tT ork towa.rd a s olution .  It is so important to c onti_nue 
with feeling res pons e s  until the o ther pers on knows his emo tion has 
bee n  u..n.ders tood and accepte d . 2 8  
Defining and Defending 
�villiam Pie t s ch favors a deep sens e of self- re s pe c t  in each 
pers on f or his 01-m being . From this self- love , he must define his 
2 7Pie tsch, o p . c i t . , pp . 98- 1 03 .  
2 8 roid. ,  pp . 1 1 4- 1 1 9 , 1 2 3 ,  1 25 .  
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contribute to his health and rela tionship in a positive way. 
The Real �eaning of a Mes sage 
Sat.ir defines com:munica tton as the 1-1hole range of 1>1ays people 
pas s  informat,ion back and forth including information given and received 
and the TrJays it is used . The elements of this communication are the body, 
value s ,  ex-pectations of the moment, sense organs, ability to talk, and 
knowledge • .  "31 
Because s o  much is involved, it is so easy for one person to 
"guess n about the other and unle s s  the guesses are checked out, and 
proved true , communication does not exis t.  This is the process of 
communication that is eas ily distorted .  
F igure 3 
Picture of C ommunication32 
sense inpu v 
thoughts J �ody_ responses .1. eelu�gs , 
Virginia Satir 1 s  \·Jork encompasses all of the elements in communication 
as listed e arlier , ho\,Jever, the focus here is on getting the meanj_ng 
of one another 1 s message because good ht1l11an relations depends on it. .  
In order t o  get the meaning of a message that, i s  accurate , one 
mus t  c oncentrate on Hhat he sees and heaJ�s from the other person.  If 
an inner dialogue is taking place , listening stops . Satir cites these 
31virgirrl.a Satir, Peoplemaking ( Palo Alto : Science and 
Behavior Books, Inc . ,  pp .]o.::3r--
32n · , 32 )J.ct . , p .  - ·  
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1 .  He has feelings of lo;,J self-;:,rorth and thinks he is bad 
because of thes e  feelings . 
2 .  He is afraid of hurting anot,her 1 s feelings . 
'J _; .  He worries that the other may get back at him . 
4 .  He fears the relationship will be broken .  
5 . He does not v-Jant to impos e . 
6 .  The interaction or person have no s ignificance for him . •  
Such messages tend to make interactions hurtful and 
unsa.tisfactory. A look at e ach pattern of communication helps to 
make one aware that they may exist in his own life . 
One 1r�ho placates ahmys agrees  ,,Jith ano ther so that the other 
does not get mad . He is ah1ays apologizing, tring to please and 
never disagreeing . One 1.Jho engages in this type of  c o:n1nnmication 
thinks of himself as i,Jorth nothing . 3 7 
The blamer is one �,;rho finds fault, is a boss or dic tator . 
He acts superior so the other person :dll regard him as s trong . As 
he claims that another never does anything r ight and gets another to 
obey h:L."11, he feels he is worth something . Ins :i de he feels lonely 
and unsuccessfuL 38 
One Hho is a computer is calm and collecte d  trying to deal Hith 
a threat as if it 1rmre harmles s ,  us ing big vJOrds to increase self-
v-rorth .  He is very correct and reasonable shor,Jing no feelings . Inside, 
this person feels vulnerable . 39 
The final pattern of c ommunication is performed by· the 
distractor . 'rhis person does and s ays thtngs irrelevant to ,,rhat 
36satir, op . c it . , p.  61 . 
3 8Ibid . ,  pp . 63 , 66- 67 .  
37Ibid . ,  pp . 63- 64 .  
39Ibid . ,  pp . 63 , 68- 69 . 
anyone else s ays and does s o  as to ignore the threat , pretending 
tha t  it is not there . The ins ide feeling is that no one c ares and 
there is no place for this person . 40 
Leveling 
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!rJith these four 1..rays of c ommunicating having been learned, i t  
is possible t o  put hope into the situation 1erith a fifth response 
des cribed by Satir. This type of communication i s  called n leveling . H  
The mes sage in leveling is consistent w ith the res t  o f  the person and 
i t  makes relationship free and hones t .  This response i s  real and it, 
represents the truth o f  a person at a moment in time . Another aspect 
of leveling is that it is vihole and not partial . The I·Jhole integrated 
personality is involved .  One feels good in the pre sence o f  one who 
levels , trus ts him, and knm·Js where he s tands Hith hii1t . In the 
case of bumping another 1 s arm, the leve ler vJould probably say ,  nr 
bumped you . I ' m s orry . Are you hurt? 11 Other uns atisfactory c omments 
might be , 11Excuse me , I ' m a c lumsy oaf , 11 n Keep your arm in next tixne , 11 
or 11I 1..rish to render an apology • • • • n41 
Leveling requires a breaking away from old habit patterns . One 
can gro-vr toward leve ling as he c omes to believe the se things : 
1 .  You are sure to make mis takes i f  you take any actio n ,  
e specially new actio n .  
2 .  You c a n  b e  quite sure that there i.-Jill be s omeone who \von ' t 
like what you do • • • • 
3 .  Ye s ,  s omeone will criticize you . You really aren ' t  perfec t .  
Some criticism i s  useful . 
4 . Sure ! Every time you are in the pre sence o f  another person, 
speak to him, and interrupt hirn, you impose ! 
S . So maybe he will think you ' re no good . Can you live 
through it? • • • 
6 .  If you think o f  yours elf as needing to be perfec t ,  the 
40satir ,  o p .  c it . ,  pp . 63 ,  70 . 41 Ibid . , pp . 72-75.  
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Augsburger describes a number of alternatives in c onflict. 
They include tri ' ll get him, 11 11 1 ' 11 get out, n 11 1 ' 11 give in, 11 H I ' ll 
meet you halfway, 11 or n r care enough to confront. n All five have a 
place if 1.1sed appropriately, at the right time, but the last contributes 
most  to�orard a loving, growth-promoting human relationship . 44 
In the latter alternative , truth is combined with love to 
produce healing, gro1iJth, and change . Truth is necessa.ry because no 
relationship c an gro1,� from dishonesty and deceit . Love is necessa.I"J 
because all positive relationships begin 1:-rith s ome form of it such as 
friendship or respect.  On the c ontrary, to  pos tpone honesty does not 
save another from hurt, but inevitably means the other is being hu.rt 
more all �1.e C onfrontation and acceptance doe s  not allo�:r this 
because t;hes e  are equal to positive grouth . 45 
C are-front:� 
Th.is process includes ways o f  listening, speaking, dealing vJith 
feelings,  and ultimately brings peace to a relationship . ' 'I  �<Jant to hear 
you, feel Hhat ynu feeL I 1·Jant to spe ak clearly si.'Tl.ply wi·th �:wrd-i<Jindm-Js 
that let you see  all the T.<Jay in to iiJhere I live laugh and cry. n l.16 
J ... isten:ing means truly hearing •·rhat another says , hearing hovJ 
it is said_, a.11d hearing the feeling conveyed.  It is  nece s sary to 
replay Hhat is heard to the o ther ' s  approval and satisfaction so that 
he feels he 1 s  been heard and understooo.. h? 
In speaking, one must  speak in cle ar,  short,  frank \<Jords , speak 
44Augsburger, pp . 6- 8,  1 1 . 
46rbid. ,  p .  1 9 . 
45rtid . , pp . 1 3- 1 4, 33 . 
1-+? rbid . , p .  2 3 . 
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personally vJith 1 1I  think, feel • • • , 11 speak for oneself and not 
others , speak hones tly about feelings and vie1-1points , s pe ak directly, 
and g ive s tatements 1-1i thout asking 11rtJhyrr questions .h8 
In dealing 1-Jith fee lings , Augsburger advocates that o ne must 
keep short records of feelings , mus t  keep them recent and up- to-date, 
report feelings immediately, and then experi..rnent by actually sa.ying 
what one thinks and feels . 49 
The feeling of anger received particular emphasis in C aring 
Enough To C onfront. Augsburger says , HAnger is a. positive emotion, 
a self-affirming emotion �-Jhich responds reflexively to the threat 
of rejection or devaluation with the messages ( 1 ) I am a pers on, a 
prec ious person and ( 2 ) I demand that you recognize and respec t  me . u50 
Anger simply is  a demand that another person recognize one 1 s -;;,JOrth .  
I t  can b e  used creatively to change e ach o ther ' s  behavior as o ne 
understands and recogni zes this demand, takes responsibility for his 
Oi·Jn demands , cle arly expresses anger and then engages in correcting 
the situation,  forgetting it,  or negotiating . It is also necessary to 
remember that if blame occurs , i t  mu st be scored 5o-5o .  Each one is 
at least fifty percent at fault .  I t  i s  not j"o s t  the o ther person 1 s 
fault nor is  total self-blame correc t  blame . 51 Time spent on blaming 
is wasted and harwSul .  
David Augsburger highlights the necess ity o f  hearing another ' s  
deep hur ts ,  dropping what is past ,  and accepting people for VJho they are 
at present . This is c are- fronting and paves the way to  good relationships . 
48Augsburger, op.  c i t . , pp . 1 5- 26 .  
5oibid . ,  p .  48 . 
49Ibid. ' p .  24 
51 Ibid . � pp . 48- 49, 96, 1 00 .  
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GEORGE BACH ' S  FIGHTTiiJG FAIR 
George Bach co- authors a book, �Intimate Enemy, on hmv to 
fight fair in love and marriage . The book pre sents the work of the 
Institute o f  Group Psychotherapy in Beverly Hills , C al ifornia, where 
couples are encouraged and taught to fight together in a proper manner .  
This fight therapy has enabled couples to experience emo tional 
growth , to make the pre sent liveable , and to become more creative and 
productive as individual pers ons . They come to the realization that 
pas t  patterns of false 11peace 11 are only des tructive as they try to 
live out. the common taboo against anger. Dr . Bach contends that no 
mature intimate relationship can develop Hithout "aggres s ive levelj.ng 11 
in such a way that e ach person speaks up, talks about what, is 
bothering him, and negotiation toward a solution begins . It is a 
firm c onviction at the institute that the root of the family crisis 
today is a failure to c ope with conflict and the proposal is  
c onstructive fighting as an  alternative that 1'1lorks . 
Intimate Living 
Intimacy is the goal o1· lea:ming to f ight c onstrnc ti1re ly. 
Several things make up the concept of inti.macy. First of all, the 
desire for intimacy is necessary bet1'17een two persons which means that 
t"l-ro persons "l·Jish to remain nin love . 11 Second, persons mus t have 
ade quate information about e ach other .  One mus t  share his private 
·Horld of thoughts and feelings . Third, inti.:l1ates can accept that 
the ir relationship j_s al1r1ays changing and therefore have le ss  difficulty 
responding to the pre s ent . Fourth, trust is a basic characteris tic of 
the rela t:.to nship.  Each respec·ts the other and does not fear exploitation 
by the o the r . A fifth attribute of intimacy :i.s e qual authority. 
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Le adership change s  ac c ording t o  c ompe tence , health and o ther factors . 
Sixth ,  freedom prevails . Each i s  free from the idea that one is 
worthle s s  without the o ther and are free from r igid role s . A s eventh 
charac ter is tic is loyalty. Intimates are dedicated to e ach o ther as 
the only nnumber one . u Eighth, intimate s are realis tic and c an take 
frank feedback '.vhe ther pos itive or ne gative . A ninth re quirement for 
intimacy is humor . They can laugh at them s e lves and e ach o ther . The 
las t  charac teris tic o f  an intimate relationship is the use of aggres s ion 
as 1'Je ll as affectio n  to influence e ach o ther· . They fight fairly . 52 
Such intirnacy live s in the reality of life , no t caught up in game s ,  
inJ1 ibitions , and mask-wearing . One be come s free t o  b e  and to le t 
o thers b e . 
C ons tructive Fighting 
Dr . Bach outlines seve ral elements that are nece s s ary for 
c on s truct ive fighting . The s e  elements are cons idered by c ouples 
vJhe n  they rate and s core the ir mm .f ight s tyle s  �53 
1 .  lteality mus t be pre s e nt . The aggres s ion displayed mus t 
be authentic and bas e d  on j us tifiable and rational cons iderations . 
Phonine s s  a.11d game-playing are no t regarded as re ality. 
2 .  A f igh t mu s t  be fair . This means no s triking trbelm·J the 
bel t 11 in areas that can no t be tolerated by the oppone n t .  Attacking 
agree d  upon areas of vulnera.b:tlity and intimate kno•.vledge is unfair . 
3 . A fight needs involvement from both figh ters with plenty 
o f  g ive and take . It is unfair for one to avoid or evade the s ituation . 
52Ge orge R .  Bach and Peter Hyden_, The Intimate Enemy ( Nevi York : 
Avon Book s , 1 968) , pp . 325- 326 . 
53Ibid. , pp . 1 60- 1 62 .  
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4.. Re spons ibility is primary. One :must own up to his mm 
aggression and ange r  v:r i  thout t.he support of o thers . One c annot s ay, 
1111other s ays . . . . 1 l 
Humor i s  ne ces sary to bring relie f ,  hov-Jever, r idicule, 
s arcasm, c lmming i•Jhen one is serious cons titutes a poor f ight. s tyle . 
6 .  Expres s ion o f  feelings , e specially anger, mus t  be o pe n  and 
not d isguised or subtle . One mus t mean \rJhat he s ays and s ay it clearly. 
7 . Communication mus t  take place in a g o od fight . Verbal 
and ph:Jrs ical c orrrrnunicati o n  mus t  be o pen, fre e ,  and alternating . H 
mus t  have a loT•l level o f  such things as s arcasms or exaggerations 
that invarj_e>bly c ontain the 1·JOrds 11 ahrays n or 11never . 11 Fee dback 
j nd.icates that c omrnunic ation j_s taking place . 
8 .  Direc tnes s  is a nec e s s ity .  In figh ting th is means 
c oncentration on the nhere and nm-J " with no refe rence to past or 
irre levant s ituations . This latter is a focus on unrelated materiaL 
9 .  A f ighter must refer specifically to obse rvable act ions , 
feelings , and attitude s .  It is unfair to g eneralize ,  interpret ,  
analyz e or label a behavior as typical . 
Along 1-Jith the s e  previously discus sed e lements in f ighting, 
it is recomrnended that f ighting pro c e e d  with a clear s t.atemen t  o f  
demands and expec tations ,  giving the reas ons for the goals one has 
and realistic \·Jays for the opponent to mee t  the demands . This is 
s imply defining ':Jhat the fight is about . In addition, it is necessary 
to s chedule fight time s and place s  in order to a llm.' e ach f ighter 
to organize his thoughts and arguments so the fj_ght flm,rs c ons tructively. 
There is also ano ther supreme cons iderat j_on that a fighter mus t make . 
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Chapter 6 
LESSON PLANS F OR A STUDY C OURSE 
The follovJing chapter include s e i ght. les s on plans in a 
c ours e  for adults .  It is based on the previous study on emotional 
free d om for the Christian thr ough com.nrunic a:t.ion . The unit.s inc lude 
the t opics of loving God, s e l f ,  and other s  \,vith related le s sons in 
e ach unit . The on plans include les s on aims , fello'tvship time , 
approa.ch the les s on, expo s ition and respons e to the le s s on, and 
a c onc lusion and dec i sion portion . Additional materials needed f or 
e ach le s s on plan folloi.J the appropriate plan . chapter also 
c onta ins brief teacher instructions and a list of le s s on purpose s .  
The outline o f  the le s s on plans i s  a s  follovJ s : 
I .  To Love God 
1'he NevJ Life 
B .  lflholene s s  
II . To Love Self 
A .  God 1 s  L�age 
B .  Humanity of Jesus 
C .  and Identif;y"ing Fee ling 
III . To Love O thers 
A. 'R.elationship 
B .  Destructive Judgment 
C .  Lis tening and Sharing 
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UJSTHUC'riONS FOR THE TEACHEH : 
In ord"lr to conduct this s eries of lesson plans , the teacher 
needs to read and study the background materiaL In order for the 
learner to get the mos t  from the study, he too, needs t o  read the 
material before the c ourse begins . The course  j_s activity- oriented 
presenting concepts to be learne d .  It is the teacher ' s  responsibility 
to guide ·t;he learners through the plann.ed 60 minutes initiating sharing 
and discuss ion Hhenever neces s ary. The hm1r is divided into four 
s ignificant parts 1-1hich are outlined on les s on plan shee ts adapted 
from International Center for Learning materials for 1 97 4 .  
Each session begins with a tline of  fellowship where members 
of the class can meet e ach o ther and talk . L""l order to facilitate 
meaningful sharing, activities have been provided s ome of which 
relate to the lesson material . 
T'ne approach to the les s on is important because it c aptures 
the in·t;ere s t  of the learners and introduces the material to be 
s tudied .  �·lhe re choices are provided, the teacher can select 
appropriate activities or let the learners choose . 
The part of the hour entitled, 1 1Ex:position and Hesponse to the 
Lesson 11 generally provides the basic material for a time of exploring 
and discovering . Short lecture s  are appropriate here or group sharing . 
The conclusion and decision time closes the s e s s ion and is 
designed to help the learner apply the truths to his life . The 
activities are application oriente d .  
Each les son i s  unified primarily by topic having a les son plan 
and o ther materials nec essary to c onduct the les son . The s eries can be  
used  in  a variety of s e ttings ;,Jith a restructtJ.ring of  the time schedules . 
LESSON PURPOSES (Relating to emotion) : 
1 • Les s on number one is des igned to alloH the pupil to grasp the 
meaning of the freedom in his life as a Chris tian . 
2 .  L e s s on number two is des igned to re- orient the pupil to the 
c oncept o f  Nholenes s  and help him s e e  himse lf in that proce s s .  
3 .  Les s on number thre e is des igned f or t.he pupil to explore the 
meaning o f  bejng created as a s pe c ia l  being . 
4 . Le s so n  number four i s  des igne d to e nable the pupil to look at 
his humanity in a c omfortable and accepting ,,j ay . 
5 . l.e s s on number five i s  des igne d to a1101'J the puptl to re c ognize 
and identHy fee ling s . 
so 
6 .  Les s o n  number s ix is des igned to e nable the pupil to s e e  himse lf 
in a produc tive , pos itive relationsh ip . 
7 . Le s s on number s even is de s igned to make the pupil a�>Jare of the 
de s truct ive nature of j udgment in re lationship . 
8 .  Les s on m:unber e ight is de s igned to allo'll the pupil to us e 
proper c ommunication to build rela tionship . 
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TEACHEH 1 S PLANJ:JTI.IJG SHEE'r 
UNIT : To Love God LESSON /!1 : The New Life SCHIPTURE : Gal . 5 -----
JYiy aims for this sess ion are to help me and my s tudents to : 
Identify the fruj_t of the Spirit in their lives 
C ompare the life of the prisoner and the freeman 
Feel patriotism toward God and pledge allegiance to Him 
FELLOHSHIP : 
Activity Chosen Complete this sentence : n i  feel free lvhen • • • n 
or use word association �vi th the word 1 1freedomn  
Time Required 1 0  minutes 11a terials Required Have the 
activity written on visible poster P:=t_ ... �._oP_vr_ . .  ___________ . ____ _ 
APPROACH TO Th� LESSON : 
Learning Activity Chosen C omple te the .::u:;:.tivity sheet on the .fruit 
of the Spirit ( individually) 
T:ilne Required .J...Q_minu_t_e_s _____ Materials Required Activity Sheet 
and penc_ils . 
EXPOSITION AND RESPONSE TO Tl:IE LESSON : 
Learning Activity Chosen Prepare character ske tches of the prisone!_ 
and the freeman; role play them. be:L11g intervieTt�l ... a reporter 
Time Required 20 minutes Haterials Required Bibles for Gal . 5 , 
reporte;r questi��s ,  paper and pencils 
CONCLUSION ANTI DECISION : 
Learning Activity Chosen 'drite a "pled[�� allegiance " t_o_o_ur ___ _ 
_ freedom- giver; design a freedom flag, ban.r.J.er,  or bumper s ticker 
Time Required 20 minutes ----- Haterials :Required Paper :t .I?encil�2. 
poster pap_c:ELcr�yons , markers,  m.a terial scraps , glue 
APPROACH TO THB LESSON : 
FRUIT OF THE SPIIUT 
I feel LOVE when • • • 
I feel JOY I·Jhen • • • 
I feel PEACE Hhen • • • 
I feel PAT IENCE Hhen • • • 
I feel KTIIJ:DNESS Hhen • • •  
I feel GOODNESS �·Jhen 
I feel F AITHFllUTESS ·Hhen • • • 
I feel SEIF-CONTP.OL Hhen • • • 
EXPOSITION AND RESPONSE TO THE LESSON : 
REPOHTER 
1 . vJhat i s  your l ife like as a prisoner? F reeman? 
2 .  Hovr did you gain your freedom? 
3. 1rJho gives you your life ins tructions ? ( Pris oner, Freeman ) 
h .  Ho-vr d o  you use your freedom? 
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S .  1r!hat doe s  your freedom or imprisonment mean for your emoti onal life ? 
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TEACHER 1 S rL.O.NNlllG SHEET 
UNI'I' : To Love God LESSON #2 : Wholene s s  
Rom. 1 2  
SCRI PTURE Matt 
JVT.y aims for this s e s sion are to help me and my s tudents to : 
�plore the vJord nwholenes s 11 through definition;� d!'a"l'ring, and synonyms 
Differentiate beti·J een Christlike and nonChrist.like characteris tics 
_____ ,. -
Activity Cho s en Sel�ct a childhood h��- ��ero_�oday a�ell __ __ 
another
_ 
w�y h� _o_E she 1vas a hero or h_e_. r_o_:t_· n_e_t_o_Y._ .. _ot_l _______ _ 
Time R e quired 1 0  minutes Haterials Reauired Have the act:l vi ty 
-vrritten out on vis ible pos ter paper 
APPROACH TO THE LESSON : 
Learning Activity Chosen Using the tr::_o ver s e sJ. 1..rrite a personal def inition, 
Time Required 1 0  minutes Ivlaterials Reauired Bibles f or Rom., 
--- c. ------· 
8 : 28 ,  C ol ..  1 : 2 81 _ _penci1s�rkers, crayo� pap'-e_r __ 
EXPOSITION AHD RESPONSE TO THE LESSON : 
Learning Activity Chosen Lis.!:._9Eristlil�eri�ti��ist­
like characteri�g a ':lord collage (use Romans 1 2 )  in a gr�up 
Time Required 20 minute s  Haterials Required Romans 1 
magazine��ue ,  scis�ors ,  pos ter paperl. penci�2 pa_�p_e_r _______ _ 
CONCL1JSION AND DECISION : 
Learning Activity Chosen C omple�e the s�lf- inve_?tory from � Beatitudes ; 
>vrite a personal motto o r  pers onality Hish based on the aboYe study 
Time Re�1ired 2 0  minutes Materials Required inventory2 penc il�.L..  
paper 
CONCLUSION ll..ND DECISION : 
THE BE..ti.TITUDBS .AJITD YOUR 01r.JN L IFE : re ad over the Beatitu de s  and g ive 
yourself a grade for e a.ch one bas e s  on the s cale : ( 1 )  very 'I·Jeak 
in this areaf ( 2 ) <tJe ak but improving , ( 3 ) moderately s trong :i.n 
this area,  C -i) very s trong in this area .  
P...APPY ARE THOSE \JHO K!.Javl THEY ARE SPIRI'I'lJALLY POOR . 
HaYe you c ome to the place -v1here you ca.n admit to o thers 
that you d on ' t  have all the anst-Jers ? That you have needs ?  
That you need God and ot.her s ?  Are you t o  let o thers 
knovr t-rhere you are " spiritually poor 0 ?  To n le t  it all 
hang out l l ?  1 2 3 4 
HAPPY ARE THOSE i'ffiO MOlJRN . 
Are you able to shoH your emo tions ? To expres s  your 
fee lings? To feel deeply ;rour ovm and o thers 1 needs ? 
Do you 11release H others to shoi.·J the ir emotions? Are 
you really fre e  of ngraveclothes n  in your emotional 
life ? 
HAPPY ARE THE 
Are you the kind o f  pers on that enables o ther persons 
to c orae :torth becau.se of your gentle s pirit? ... 1\re 
you able to lead .from �veaknes s ?  T o  affirm o thers 1 
s treng th s ?  
Hli.PPY ARE THO SE v1IOSE GREATEST DESIRE I S  'fO D O  1!-'HAT 
GOD Are you excited about 1 s leading 
in the daily deciE dons of your life as you ought to 
be ? \·.That really motivates you ? In the hard-nosed 
de cis ions of your profe s sional life , � · here doe s  God 
c ome Do you. rea.lly put people 2.bove things ?  
lL\ PPY ARE THOSE t'1H0 SHO\i MERCY 'I'O OTHERS . 
Are you a n earing " kind o f  person? Sens itive to 
o thers 1 needs? Giving yourself T·1i thout thou.ght 
o f  re turn? A n grace 11 Christ? 
HAPPY ARE 'I'HE PURE IN HEART . 
Have you come to terms ·Hith yourself to the extent 
that you are able to be yourself? The s ame per son 
in church that you are in the •wrld? The s ame 
language? Are you. transparent? Open? Hones t? 
Hilling to let o thers kno1'" you. deeply? 
HA PPY JL.BE THOSE l'ffiO \tJORK FOR PEltCE Ar10NG 1·1El'�T. 
Are you able to rec oncile differences vJithout 
des troying their uniquene s s? Is your own manner 
dis arming ? Do you bridge differenc e s ?  C an you 
accept. genuinely and s incerely those uho d o  not. 
agree uith you? 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 L� 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 h 
1 2 3 4. 
1 2 J l1. 
StTFFER PERSECUT ICr\r BEClilJSE 'rliEY 
:rtEQlfiHES . Are ym1 able to take 
those nearest t,o you w ithmJ.t 
Ho'-r about from your 
attacks to 
heat n ir1 3'01lr home or 
C oleman 
UNIT : To Love Self 
TEACHER 1 S PL.A.N1:-r:JJxJG SHEET 
Gen . 2 
LESSON 113 : In God 1 s  Image SCRIPJ:URE : Psa. 8 
My a ims for this s e ssion are to help me and my s tudents to : 
C on s truct an image of one s elf using picture s  
FELLm·JSHIP : 
86 
Activity Chosen Share one thing tha� make.� you a special per s on and 
Ti..me Required 1 0  minute s Haterials Required Have the 
activity written out on vis ible pos t�! p�� 
----- ·----
APPROACH TO THE LESSON : 
Learning Act ivity Chos en Put the "�ords of Gen . 1 : 27 j:nto_!_, poem _ _ 
TjJne Required 1 0  minutes 
---- ---
Bible s ,  paper, 
l·faterials Required and pencils 
EXPOSITION Ai:ID RESPONSE TO THE LESSON : 
description Cor man inc lud ing cha��ics.;�lificati.?ns 2.J.2� 
requirement s ,  j ob responsibilities ,  purpos e  for the j ob ( group ) 
Time Reouired 2 0  minute s Mate rials Required Bibles for 
CONCLUSION AND DECISION : 
Learning Ac tivity Chosen Create a �h�J.Jl<-yon _!ll.£!ltage to God r epresent-
TL�e Required 20 minutes 
_______ , 
Haterials Re quired pos ter pap�-
87 
TEACHER 1 S PLANNTim SHEET 
Humanit.y 
tTNIT: To Love Self LESSON #4: of Jesu�·--
--
SCRIPTURE : Heb . 2 : 1 0- 1 8  
My aims for this session are to help me and my students to : 
and as i t  appears in Heb .  2 : 1 0- 1 8 
FELLD'HSHIP: 
Activity Chos enE11 out a graffiti poster on 11I am glad to be a 
�an-beinL.__ 
_______________ . 
Time Reqtlired 1 0  minutes !J[aterials Required poster paper 
hung up ui th ma.t'kers a:.ailable , -vrr i·te theme on the top 
APPROACH TO THE LESSON : 
Learning Activity Chosen �scri�� e feelings and emotions of Jesus 
us these selected verses  
-------
Time Required 1 0  minutes �Iater:Lals Required 'tvorksheet of 
----
verses and 
EXPOSITION AND Ir:;;SPQNSE TO THE LESSON : 
hu.manity base d  on Hebrmvs 2 : 1 0- 1 8 ( group) 
Time Hequired 2 0  minute:_�--- Ivraterials 1iequired._ Bibles L pLaper '---· 
CONCLUSION AND DECISION : 
Learning Activity Chosen Complete an acrost,:Lc making sente nces or 
I·Jords beginning with the letters H U �\ I�la ting Christ 1 s 
Time Required 20 minut,es Mater2als Required paper, p��� 
1 
rro TFIT� 
-�·--.,._,.------· '� 
them 1 1  : 
l LJ,_ ·� 
the tr ir1d.:Lf:fe re:nce 
your 
ernotd.o!1.s o f  J e011G a.s thE� s e  
Bible tJ 
-"""""""' 
tl1ei:r· 
to do or �,rhere 
() ff  
/ . 
fo:r·�:; aken rne 
a1.1d La.zarllS , 
r1o rno-v ... e t(:::-
he 
to 
f C Ollldn. 1 
m,J:'1en Jesus s avr  her 
l1e 1�:as mo;red ·r-7j_ tl1 
carne to eyes $ n 
over money-
out the 
tables ana th.t:: s tctl]_s of 
8 .  nBut l,;rhen Jesus s avi  vlhat >-Jas he ·v:c:ts ver:y� rnucJ:1 
the children c ome v• ith 
tl1 e to Don 1 
Hark 
vlith 
Te.a:cs 
i I lla.\re looke d ror\-J a.rd t o  t11 i S  hollr 1··T:lth 
to e at tJ�1is :Pas s over 1�1e al r;:· ith you 
2 2 : 1 5  
i f  
as he 
TEACHER 1 S Fi.Al'\fl\!IHG 
UNIT : To Love Self LESSON If 
aims for this session are to 
Recognising and Psa .  40 
5 :  Identifying SCRIPrURE : Peter 1 s 
Feel:Lng 
--·--
help me aad my s tudents to : 
of David and Peter 
their mm and emotions the emot;ional checklist, 
FELLOHSHIP:  
emotion for to share the emotional checklist if 
Haterials P.equ ired emotional check-
list, have the activity written o2:��on"_visible poster paper 
APPROACH TO 'UD<:: LESSON : 
Time Required 1 minutes I'ia terials Eequired Bibles  2 penc2:� 
and pe.per 
__ _  ;,_�-. ----··· -· 
EXPOSITION AND RESFONSE TO THE LESSON : 
discuss the of emotions 
Time Hequired 1 5 minutes Haterials Required Horks�ee t.L __ 
CONCLUSION AHD m::CISION : 
Learning Activity Chosen �-Jrite a fe?li?g �ra�·er expressing _
your honest 
feelings to God;  complete the vJOrksheet on HHovJ I feel when • • • • n 
Time Required 20 minutes Materials Required __ paper, pe�ci� 
Horksheet ----
FELIJHSHIP : 
1 • accept,e d  
2 .  accepting 
3 .  aff e ctionate 
4 .  afraid 
5 .  alarmed 
6 . alienated from o thers 
7 .  alienated from s elf 
8 .  angry 
9 .  anxious 
EHOTIONAL CHECKLIST 
h6 . domina ted 
47 . domineering 
48 . e ager to L�pre s s  o thers 
49 . e ager to please o thers 
5o .  e as ily manipula ted 
51 . e asy going 
52 . embarrassed 
5 "3 .  e nvious 
54 . e s c ape , desirous to 
90 
1 0 .  an,"'{iou s to plea.se o thers 55 . e vas ive 
1 1 .  apathe tic 
1 2 . apprec iB. ted 
1 3 . attractive 
'1 4 .  awkvmrd 
1 5 .  beaten 
1 6 .  beautiful 
1 7 .  bm-Iildered 
1 8 .  brave 
1 9 .  c alm 
20 . chea>Ged 
2 1 . c lo s e d  
22 . comfortable 
2 3 .  committed 
2 4 .  c ompass ionate 
2 5 . c ompe t;ent:. 
26 . concerned f or o thers 
2 7 .  confident 
2 8 . confused 
29 . con.J1e c te d  
30 . contented 
3 1 . cop- out, l ike a 
32 . c ouardly 
33 . cre ative 
34 .  cruel 
35 . curious 
36 . cut off from o thers 
37 .  defeated 
3 8 .  de j e c te d  
39 . dependent 
40 . depres se d  
41 . deprived 
42 . deserving punishment 
43 . de sperate 
44 . dis appointed in m;y�se lf 
45 . disappo int,ecl in o thers 
56 . evil pers on, like an 
57 . excited 
5 8 .  exhilarated 
59 . failu.re , like a 
60 . fatali s tic 
61 . fe arful 
62 . fe arful 
6 3 .  flirtatious 
64 . f riendless 
65 . friendly 
66.  frigid 
67 . frustrated 
68 . generous 
69 . genuine 
70 . g iddj� 
71 . grateful 
72 . gratified by personal accomplishment 
7 3 .  grudge-bearing 
74.  guilty 
75 . gutles s  
76 . happy 
77 . hateable 
78 . hate ful 
79 . homicidal 
So . hope ful 
81 . hopel e s s  
82 . hostile 
8 1 .  humorous 
84.  hurt 
85 . hurt by criticism 
86.  hyperactive 
87 . hypochondriacal 
88 . hypo critical 
89 . ignored 
90 . imxno bilized 
91 .  
92 . 
9 3 .  
94 .  
95 .  
96 . 
97 .  
98 .  
99 . 
1 00 .  
1 01 .  
1 02 .  
1 03 .  
1 04 .  
1 05 .  
1 06 .  
1 07 .  
1 08 .  
1 09 .  
1 1 0 .  
1 1 1 . 
1 1 2 . 
1 1 3 . 
1 1 4 .  
1 1 5 .  
1 1 6 .  
1 1 7 .  
1 1 8 . 
1 1 9 .  
1 20 .  
1 21 .  
1 22 . 
1 23 .  
1 24 .  
1 25 .  
1 26 .  
1 27 .  
1 28 .  
1 29 .  
1 30 .  
1 31 .  
1 32 .  
1 33 .  
1 34 . 
1 35 .  
1 36 .  
1 37 .  
1 38 .  
1 39 .  
1 40 .  
impatient 
inadequate 
incompe tent 
incons i stent 
in control 
indec i s ive 
independent 
inferior 
inhibited 
insanity, afraid of 
insecure 
ins incere 
involved 
isolate d 
j ealous 
judgmental 
lonel�r 
loser, like a 
lovable 
loved by another 
loving of o thers 
loyal 
manipulated 
manipulative of o thers 
mas culine 
masked 
masochistic 
melanch o ly 
misunderstood 
needy 
old beyond years 
optimis ti c  
out o f  contact with reality 
out of control 
overcontroll e d  
overloo ke d  
o versexed 
paranoi d  
pass ionate 
peac e ful 
pers e cuted 
pe s s imi s tic 
phoney 
pity for o thers 
played- out 
pleased vJi th o thers 
pleased -v:ri th s elf' 
pos s e s s ive 
poutful 
pre o c c upied 
1 41 .  
1 !�2 . 
1 43 .  
1 44.  
1 45 .  
1 46 .  
1 47 .  
1 48 .  
1 49 . 
1 50 .  
1 51 .  
1 52 .  
1 53 .  
1 54 .  
1 55 .  
1 56 .  
1 57 .  
1 58 .  
1 59 .  
1 60 .  
1 61 . 
1 62 .  
1 63 .  
1 64 .  
1 65 .  
1 66 .  
1 67 .  
1 68 .  
1 69 .  
1 70 .  
1 71 .  
1 72 .  
1 73 .  
1 74 .  
1 75 .  
1 76 .  
1 17 . 
1 78 .  
1 79 . 
1 80 .  
1 81 .  
1 82 .  
1 8 ) .  
1 84 .  
i 85 . 
1 86 .  
1 87 .  
1 88 .  
1 89 .  
1 90 .  
prejudiced 
pre s sured 
pro te c t ive of o thers 
proud of o thers 
pl--oud of s elf 
quie t  
rej e c te d  
religious 
remorseful 
repelled by o thers 
repuls ive 
res trained 
rm·J arded 
s ad 
s adis tic 
s e cure 
s e duc tive 
s e lf- c omplacent 
s e lf- pity 
s e lf- reliant 
s exually abnormal 
sexua lly arous e d  
shalloH 
shy 
s illy 
s incere 
s inful 
s luggish 
s oft 
s orry for s e lf 
s tubborn 
s tupid 
suicidal 
sunsb.iny 
supe rior to o thers 
supported 
su.pporti;,re 
s1..1.spicious of' o thers 
s;ympathetic 
tender 
ter rified 
thre atened 
tole r ant 
torn 
touchy 
triumphant 
ti·Jo- faced 
ugly 
unable to c ommunicate 
unappreciated 
1 • 
1 92 .  
1 93 .  
1 94 .  
1 95 � 
1 96 .  
1 97 .  
1 98 .  
1 
201 . 
202 . 
203 . 
20h . 
20.5 
206 
207 . 
c 
2John 
1 07) , ' ' / -. ; ,  
93 
EXPOSITION AND RESPONSE T O  THE LESSON : 
PETER 1 S  EHOTION.A.L PILGRIMAGE : be low are 1 0  episodes taken from the 
life of Peter . R.e ad e ach Scripture pass age and indicate on the 
s cale ho�� you f e e l  Peter 1-vould have felt after e ach one . As sume 
that, 1 on the s cale is severe depres s ion and 1 0  is supreme 
e c s tasy. After you have read all the episo de s  and put a mark to 
indicate the feeling response to each, c onnect the marks with a 
line to show the ups and dm·ms of Peter 1 s emotional pilgrimage . 
A .  JESUS 1 CALL TO PETER . nJe sus vJas >·mlking by the shore of the Sea 
of Galilee vlhen he s avJ Simon and his brother An<ire-vr on the lake • •  
' C ome w ith me , and I ;.J ill make you fishers o f  men .  1 And • • • they 
lef t  the ir ne ts and folloHed him 11 U1ark 1 :  1 6- 1 8 ) . 
B .  JESUS HEfl..LS PETER. 1 S  JVIOTfl"ER- IN- LAI;.J. 11He ca.111e forward , took her 
by the hand, and he lpe d her to h er fee t .  The fever left her • 11 
(Nark 1 : 3 1 ) .  
C .  JESUS ' Ui\TEXPECTED COHEBACK .  n 11dho d o  you s ay I am? 1 Peter 
replie d :  ' You are the 1-'Iessiah . 1 He began to teach them that the 
Son o f  Han had to unde rgo great sufferings • • • • At this Peter 
too k  h:Lm by the arm and began to rebuke him . But Jesus turned round 
and • • •  rebuked Pete r . 1 Away 1-<ith you, S atan ; you think as men 
think, n o t  as God thinks ' "  ( Hark 8 : 29- 33 ) .  
D .  JESUS 1 'fRANSFIGURATION BEFORE PETER . u • • • and in their 
pre sence he was transfigured ;  his face shone like the sun , and his 
clo thes becB.!ile vvhite as the light • • • n (Hatthew 1 7 : 1 - 2 ) . 
E. JESUS 1 TRIU£.1PHii.L ENTRY ON PALH SUNDAY. 11 • • •  approaching 
Jerusalem • (many) spread their c loaks • • •  vJhile o thers spread 
brusbrood • • •  ( and) shouted, Ho s anna ! B le s s ings on hi.'Tl t.:rho c omes :i.n 
the name o f  the Lord ! 11 (!"lark 1 1 : 1 - 9 ) .  
F .  GETHSEr1ANE . nHe took Peter and James and John '1-Jith him .  Horror 
and dismay came over him, and he s aid to them, 1 11fy he art is ready to 
break vr ith grief; s top here , and s tay a1.vake 1 11 (Mark 1 4 : 33 , 34) . 
G .  PETER 1 S DENill.L OF JESU S .  n pe ter follovJed at a dis tance • • • • 
In the c our tyard • • • another g irl, s e e ing hi.'Tl, said, 1 This fellmr 
was 'lvith Jesus of N a z areth .  1 • • • At this he broke into cur s e s  and 
declared l>Ji th an oath ,  1 I do n o t  knm,r the man .  1 At this moment the 
cock creH • • • • He "Jent outs ide , and vJept bitterlyn ( MatthevJ 26 :58- 75 ) . 
H .  THE El•1PTY TOI>'IB. n Then Simon Peter c ame up • • •  and he went into 
the tomb . He s aH the linen wrappings lying , and the napkin 
rolled tog e ther in a place by its e lf !! ( John 2 0 : 6 , 7) .  
JA 
J\FTFB PETER Hi\.S GONE BACK '!.'0 
love me more than 
2 1 : 1  1 6 ) .  
1 l  
him from 
B c D E G 
he "'as 
1 · 9 )  3 " '  $ 
H I 
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Ho�r 
you 
;you seem. to 
.,. J_ 
you seem to be 
o:r 
I am 
t.ha:t;, you are 
YO'll 
I 
I 
you seem 
v,rhen I do seem 
Jro11 sntile ro.e ? 
nice? 
me ? 
my 
me ? 
of that. 
angry �-;ri th rr,e? 
1ne ? 
:me '? 
to reach 
touch me ? 
I 
you me in 
I I have 
be 
I 
op . 1 86- 1 87 .  
you can ' t  
I fea.:r· 
m.e? 
be 
TEAC HER ' S  PLA..NNIHG SHEET 
"OfJIT :  'ro Love Others LESSON !(6 : Relat��n.ship __ SCRIPEURE : John 1 5  
I'1y aims .for this s e s s ion are 'to help me my s tudents t o :  
\'lri t e  the attitudes in I C o r . 1 tm11ard one 1 s fe llo-vrman 
Evaluate one 1 s oHn r�ionship� 
FELLOHSHIP : 
that remi:nds 
and share abou t it 
T ime 1 0  minutes Re quired magazi�7_s 2 
s c iss ors It }:ave the ac�ivity i\lri tten out on vis ible pos ter paper 
APPROACH TO LESSON : 
name for 11love " in 
or 
L earning Activity Chos en Substitute in ·�----�------------------------
I C or .  1 3 ; re:�ite l-1. attitudes ._toT.-Jard .;;;....._  _=-_�e_l_l _ o_1'n_r _a_r_I _:u_· n_-_'l_e __ r_s_e_7 ... __  _ 
TjJne Require d 1 0 minutes Hate:d.als Ii.e qu ired v.Jorkshee t  on 
I. Co:�.:....! 3 2 pap":r and pencils 
EXPOS ITION AliD :rtES FONSE TO THli; LESSON : 
Le arning Activit,y Chosen Be s oc ial uorker::-> and pre pare a case study 
de s cr�bing t.he relationship Chris t has Hith God the F ather and us 
· (group) -
Time Required 2 0  minute s  Ivlaterials Re quire d Bible s for 
John 1�r2 guidelines for the case s tudy., penc il and pape_r __ _ 
CONCLUS ION A:ND DEC IS ION : 
Le arning Activi ty Chosen 
T ime Required 20 minutes 
C omplete relationship aue s tionnaire �---- ----------
-------------------- �1at.erials Re quired que s tionnaire ,_ 
pencils 
APPROACH TO THE LESSON : 
Substitute in your name in the place of the vJOrd 11love 11 in these  
verses from I Cor . 1l . 
___________ 
IS VERY PATIENT AND KIND , NEVER JKAJ.OUS OR EN'HOUS , 
NEVEH HAUGHTY OR SELF ISH OH RtJDE . DOES NOT DEHAl\TD 
97 
IS NOT IRR ITABLE OR TOUCHY. 
DOES NOT HOLD GRUDGES AND ''TILL I-LI\FDLY EVEN NOTIC E  
OTHERS D O  \tffiONG . IS NEVER GLA� ABOUT 
--------
IN.JUS'I'ICE,  BUT REJOICES \rJHENEVER TFUTH HTIJS OUT. ( Living Bible ) 
EXPOSITION AND RESPONSE TO THE LESSON: 
CASE S'FtiDY: 1 .  i.lho ' s involved? 
2 .  ��nat ' s  the nature of the relationship? 
3 .  vJhat are the results of the relationship? 
h .  Hm-1 did it  begin? 
5 . Hhat does it mean to e ach one involved? 
CONCLUSION AND DECISION : 
Complete this self-intervievJ on social relationship . 
1 .  Ho·N am I being trea.ted'? 
? .  How do I feel? 
i .  Am I pursuing my goals ? 
h .  Are our life s tyles consistent? 
5 .  Am I free  to  feel, act, talk the Hay I \·rant to? 
6 .  Do I feel respect or criticism for him/her? 
7 .  Am I transferring or displacing from o ther relationships to this one ? 
8 .  Do I have o ther resources ? 
9 .  Am I relating to this person because lonelines s  is terri1Jle 7 
1 0 .  h'hen I a.m angry, do we res olve our problems, ignore or make 
them !:Jorse ?  
11. Do I live for my needs , the o ther person ' s  needs , or both? 
1 2 .  How does he treat others ?  
1 3 . Is he cons istent in v1hat he s ays and does?  
1h .  I s  h e  truthful or lying? 
1 5 .  Does he express  his feelings , attitudes ,  in tention s ,  goals? 
1 6 .  Is he supportive in time of  difficulty? '"" 
1 7 .  Does  he take initiative in propos ing activities ?� 
5Rolland s .  Parke r ,  Emot:'Lonal Cornmon Sense ( New York : Harper 
and Ro-vr , Publishers , 1 97 3) , 
UNIT : To Love 
a:iras 
T:ime 
on 
Time 
TE.ACliER 1 3  
m:i.J.1ute s 
1 0  minute s Hat,erials 
HESFDNSE TO 'rHE h'SSSON : 
vi C!1o sen the case 
stat.emen.t s on the 
20 
to : 
Have the 
His 
fo:t� 
�---------- --
-·�----------- ---- --·------
APPROACH 'l'O THE LESSON : 
AGR�E-D ISAGREE 
99 
Agree Disagree 
1 • vJe s ometimes pre- judge a per s on on 
l:lmited evidence . 
2 . It is nec e s s ary at time s to judge the 
vJorth of a hu.ma..n being b;y- sa;ying he 1 s 
trbad 11 or "no good .. 11 
3 . Judgments usually involve indirect , 
destructive criticism that is fatal to 
good s elf- image . 
4 .  Judgments are death to true dialogue . 
5 .  Judgments enter a dialogu.e ><Jhen one 
be lieves another has c aused his emo tion . 
6 . HThis i s  vJhy you have no friends 11  i s  
a judgmental statement . 
7 .  It is not fair t o  judge another bec ause 
I often do the srune or other things H orthy 
of judgment . 
CONCLUSION" Ali)D D EC ISION : 
Identify the judgmental s tatements with a HJ H  and the nonjudgm.ental 
1-Ji th an 11�JJ. n 
CASE : We agre e d  to mee t  at a certain place at a certain time . You. 
are a half hour late . I run angry. 
1 • You c ould have been on t ime . 
2 .  You ' re alir1ays late . 
3 .  I really am tired of having to I·J ait . 
h • T·.Jha t kept you? 
5 . At!yone e ls e  c ould have left on time t o  get here . 
6 . It ' s  a h alf- hour past our agre e d  time to mee t , 
( J , J, NJ, NJ, J, NJ ) 6 
6 Po"··�e1 .L� .. op . c · t  1 32 ,,, - " l • , p . • 
1 00 
TEACHER 1 S PLI\NN11�G SITf:i:T,�T 
Lis tening to and 
UNIT : To Love Others LESSON lf8 : Sha.ring �elingsSCHIPTURE : Rom .  1 2  
I1y aims for this session are to he lp me and my s tudents to : 
Lis ten for and restate o r  clarify a c ontent me s s age ----�-------------------
Lis ten f or and clarify a feeling me s s ag e  
V·Trite ou t effective feeling mes s age s in resnonse to s tatements --------------------------��----�------·-----�----- ----------------
FELLOHSHIP : 
Activity Chos en I'iake a line graph o f  your life experienc e s ; share it 
Time Require d  1 0 minutes }1aterials Required Have �he __ 
activity viri ��en out on visible pos ter pape!-, paper and pencils _ 
APPROACH TO THE LESSON : 
Learning Activity Chosen Participate in a listening and sharing 
�d; sharing Hha t one has seen, hear� le arned or experienced 
durL1.g the �:>es sions 
Time Reouj_red 1 0 minutes Mater:Lals Eeouired instruct ions; 
paper and
_�p
enci_l_s ____________ --·-··--- - -------
EXFOSI'fiON AND RESPONSE TO 'ri-IE LESSON : 
Learning Activity Chosen Participa tc:>:....�E:_:::_ li s tening and sharing 
triad .. �-c.o_m_, a_p_s __  1_2 ___________ . 
Tim.e Re quired 20 minutes Haterials n.e ouired Bibles for 
--··------· 
Romans 1 2 , ins truction sheets 
CONCLUSION AJ\TD DECISION : 
Learning Activity Chos en ...Q9���te the response she e t  dealing 
specif�cal�y �J�t;h c o�unicating emotion or £._e_e_l_i_n;::;;g ___ , __ _ 
Time Eeqtdred �n._
u_._t_e_s __ _ Haterials Re quired 1<Jorkshee_!i. __ _ 
pencils .....;;_,..._--------·-----,-----·-----· 
APPROACH TO THE LESSON : 
Listening Triads : Divide the group into groups of three-- triads . 
The firs t pers on in e ach triad should take one minute to 
share -v�hat he has seen, learned ,  heard of during the sessions 
together . The o ther tHo are to res tate lrhat they heard and 
1.;rhat they think the first person vms really trying t o  s ay. 
\:Jhen all three have agreed to the ir s atisfaction, then the 
second person Hill share his ide a .  So it 1Jill c ontinue for 
the third member of the triad. 
It ·Hill be easier if e ach person in the triad 1.Jill 1-n·ite 
dmm first Hhat he has seen, learned, heard or experienced 
in the s e s s ions before beg inning the sharing . Then he mus t  
s tick to r:Ihat h e  has Hritten dmm . 7 
EXPOSI'riON AND RESPONSE TO 'l'HE LESSON : 
1 01 
Triads : Divide the group into lis tening triads of  three people each . 
Each person ;.;rill dis cus s the le s son Scripture in this marmer : 
The first person in the triad "�'rill read 2 or 3 verses to 
himself, then explain them to the o ther t;>;qo Nho ,,Jill not 
have the ir Bibles ope n .  After his explanation o f  the vers e s ,  
the o ther tvJo members of  the group Hill in turn res tate Hhat 
he said, until all three ,  and e specially the one >vho s tarted ,  
agree that the tc·lo listeners heard and understood the :firs t 
s tudent ' s  explanation . 
Then the second student reads the next t\·!O or three verses  
s ilently and explains them to  the o ther t1vo members o f  the triad . 
They take turns re-phrasing his explanations until he is satis fied 
that they have repeated not only the t,rords but the meaning he \,ras 
trying to give . The third student does likeHise ,  and they repeat 
the process  untill all of the assi
�
ned Scripture is  c overed . The 
Scripture to be used is Romans 1 2 .  
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CONCLUS ION AND DECISION : 
Ident ify the feeling expre s se d . Respond to each s tatement us ing such 
phraSeS aS 1 1y011 SOUnd, fl  1 1y01.1 feel, II  and H I  hear YOU Saying • • • • II  
Exai11ple s :  
a .  I don 1 t kno;,r ,,rhat to d o  about my j ob .  
You s ound concerned about ymn· r,:rork . 
b .  Suzie ahrays gets vJha t she Hants . 
You feel she gets more than � do and that ' s  not fair . 9 
1 • You ali·Jays try to tell me ho'f.r to run my life ! 
2 .  He ' ve only one viee k  until vacation- time . 
3 .  This isn 1 t fun for me at all .  I can 1 t think o f  anything to do . 
4 .  I o-rish I hadn 1 t yelled a t  her like tha t .  
5 . I don 1 t kno-v1 anyone here at church and I have trouble mee ting people . 
6 .  I alvmys seem to d o  the Nrong things . 
7 .  Get aHay, you don ' t  care about me ! 
8 .  I ' ve really had i t  with you . 
9 .  He 1 s  s o  swe e t  and caring . 
1 .  anger, be ing bossed, insulted 2 .  glad , relieved 3 . s tumped 
4 .  s orry, regre tful 5 .  lonely, discouraged, depn� s se d  6 .  unsure, 
uncertain 7 .  unloved ,  hurt,  angry 8 .  anger, disgust 9 . like , affection 
9(,\fillaim V .  Pie ts ch ,  Human Be- ing (Ne1,r York : Nevi il.rne rican 
Library, 1 97 4) , pp . 1 02 , 1 24 . 
CONCLUSION AND DEC IS ION, CONTif\fUED : 
Identify your feeling in the s ituation . Respond to e ach us ing 
such phrases as HI feel • • . , n and ur am • • • n 
Example : 
You just flunked an exam, s ome one asks about j t . 
I feel s ick inside , like a failure . 
--- -
1 .  A frie nd is cracking his knuckle s again and you are getting 
worked up . 
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<. • A friend is sulking and acting sad all day. You don 1 t knm-J v-rhy. 
J .  The gal next to you begins to cry for no apparent reas on . 
4 .  You 1 ve been aske d t o  s peak in a service , but are afraid t o  admit 
that it scares you to det:J.th . 
5 .  You just finished an ass igned j ob Hhich you tho ught you did I·Jell, 
but your supervisor sees  only the negative things . 
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